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MISSION STATEMENTS 
As the Nation' s principal conservation agency. the Department of the Interior 
has responsibility for most of our nationally owned public lands and natural 
resources. This includes fostering sound use of our land and water resources; 
protecting our fi sh. wildlife. and biological diversity ; preserving the 
envi ronmental and cultural values of our national parks and historical places; 
and providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor recreation . The 
Department assesses our energy and mineral resources and works to ensure 
that their development is in the best interests of all OUf people bv encouraging 
stewardship and citizen participation in their care. The Department also has 
a major responsibility for American Indian reservation communities and for 
people who live in island territories under n.s. Administration . 
The mission of the Bureau of Reclamation is to manage. develop. and protect 
water and related resources in an environmentally and economically sound 
manner in the interest of the American public. 
 
PREFACE 
Global cl imate change i!' a change in tne climate of the eanh occurring e ithcr 
naturally or as a result o f human influence. O f part icular concern is 
"anthropogenic" global wanning. which is a warming o f the Earth 's atmosphere 
caused by the influence of humans o n the natu ral environment. Anthropogenic 
global warming is the result of an increase in atmospheric concentra tions of carbon 
dio xide. methane. chloro fluorocarbons. and o ther "greenhouse" gases , which trap 
additional heat in the atmosphere. The increase in greenhouse gases is caused by 
the consumpt ion o f foss il fue ls (coal . petro leum. and natural gas) , land use 
modification. and the re lease of ag ri cultural and industrial gases into the 
atmosphere . 
Global c hmate change may th reate n water-dependent ecosys tems unless adequate 
prepar.ltions are taken. It has the pote ll tia lto affect water demands. water supplies. 
and wate r management. It cou ld affect the q uantity and sea.o,;:onal timing o f 
precipitation and runoff and the severity of storms, flood !<o, and droughts. 
The Bureau of Rec lamation (Reclamation) supplies mUnicipal water to 25 miil ion 
people in th~ 17 Western States. provides irrigation water for 10 mill ion acres of 
fa rmland. and o perates 52 hydroelectric facilities whic h generate approximately 
48 billion kilowatthours of e lectricity annually. making Reclamation the Nallon's 
11th large!)1 e leclric utility. In additio n. Reclamation facil ities provide flood 
contro l. recreation. fish and wild life enhancement. and environmental management. 
Because Reclamatio n has the responsibility to wisely manage wate r resources 
while ensuring that associated environmental asse ts are preserved, the impacts o f 
global climate change o n water re!"ources and environmental assets III.:ed to be 
identified, and appropria te responses need to be studied. 
Of concern are the impac ts o n ag riculture. munic ipal and indust rial water supplies. 
hydroe lec tric power generation. water qua lity. fisheries. we tlands. riparian 
communities. and recreation. Also o f concern are the impa'ls o n reservoir 
o perations, flood cont rol. drought management. and distribulion of wa ter fo r 
beneficial uses. 
The Global Climate Change Response Program. a multiyear Reclamatio n research 
program. is designed to study the potenlial impacts o f global climale change in the 
17 Western Slates and to deh.: nnine the impacts o n water demand~. water supp lies. 
and water management. This program wi ll endeavor to develop strategies and 
responses to deal wi th these impacts through a broad range of tec hnical studies and 
research activities and projec ts . 
ABSTRACT 
This pap •. ' ''' presents the practical applica tion of a distributed parameter climate 
vegetation hydrolog ic model (CVHM ) and its abil ity to simulate hydrologic 
response under ex isting conditions and under assumed COl-induced climate and 
vegetation change . Applying the model to the Weber River basin provided a basis 
for determinmg the impacts of c limate change o n the hydro logic response. By 
using a "what ir' sce nario this model included the changes in plant transpiration 
rates and in vegetatio n cover unde r a COl-altered c limate change and the effects 
o f these changes o n wa ter y ield . 
The results o f applying Ihis model to the Weber River bas in sugge!'t s ign ificant but 
less severe impacts o f climate change on wate r yie ld than previous studies in the 
Western United States have indicated. A decrease in annual runoff o f 15 to 
20 percent could be poss ible for cases o f wanning associated with decreased 
precipilation . In mosl cases, projected changes in monthly fl ows are relati ve ly 
greater lhan corresponding changes in annual fl ows with monthl y peak runoff 
sh ifting fro m May to March or April. Increase in wi nter and ea rl y spring runoff 
may lead to increased fl ooding in the early half of the spring as a resu lt o f 
warming combi ned wi th precipi tation increases of more than I () percent. 
Interpretation o f the mode l results must be tempered with the fac t that limited data 
o f o ne water yea r were used for model calibration. and the sensitivity analyses 
results are based on the assumed scenarios. a ll o f whic h may not be internally 
consistent. Ho wever. tht: results do provide preli minary indications as to how the 
month ly. seasonal. and annual water supplies in the Webt:r River bas in could be 
altered as a result of climate change. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
DOCUMENT PURPOSE 
This report summarizes work accomplished during a 4-year investigation. "Water Yield in 
Semiarid Environment Under Projected Climate Change." This study was funded through the 
Uniled States Bureau of Reclamation 's (Reclamation) Global Climate Change Response Program 
(GeCRP) and cost <hared by Ulah Slate University (USU). A majority of the work was 
accomplished at USU, with Dr. J . Paul Riley serving as the principal investigator. Also 
participating were Dr. Gail E. Bingham and Dr. Robert W. Gunderson. Dr. Alok K. Sikka's 
doctoral dissertation ( 1993) and Ashutosh S. Limayes masters thesis ( 1994) provide a more 
derailed description of the investigation 's methodology. Dr. Roger Hansen was Reclamat ion's 
project coordinator. 
STUDY PURPOSE 
Projected scenarios of climate change are likely to have serious impacts on water supply, quality , 
and demand in arid and semiarid regions. These changes may have ramifications for making 
decisions on water allocations and water rig~1S in the future (Nash and Gleick, 1991). Even a 
marginal change in the average annual runoff from a change in climate can lead to a widening of 
the gap between water supply and water demand. For this reason, a quantitative assessmenl of 
climate change impacts on water resources assumes an urgent priority in water-short regions such 
as the semiarid Western United States. 
General Cin:ulation Models (GeM) are capable of generating specific climatic scenarios for given 
input parameters, such as atmospheric CO, levels. However, the hydro logic input parameters 
provided by the GeMs represent average values for large areas, often with lillie or no relevance to 
specific regions or drainage basins. Until a realistic linkage between GCMs and hydrologic 
models can be achieved, climatic scenario-based analyses with hydrologic models represent the 
IT105t satisfactory procedure for evaluating the possible effeclS of climate changes on runoff from 
watersheds. 
Waler Yield in Sem;aritJ Em ,iromflt' llI 
Under Projected Climate Change 
Although these scenarios cannol be regarded as re liable predictions of future: l:onditions. the:y can 
be expected to provide insight" in to regional or basin vul nerabilit ies (Nash and Gle:ick. 1991). The: 
hydrologic impacts of climate change have commonly been studied using the off- line approach of 
driving hydrologic models by climatic data obtained either from GCM based or assumed 
hypothetical c limate-c hange scenarios. The types of models used include : 
Statistical and empirical models (Schwarz, 1977; S,JCkton and Boggess, 1979; 
Revelle and Waggoner, 1983; Hargreaves et al. . 1992) 
Si mple wate r balance models such as Thornthwaite's model (Cohen. 1-)86: 
Flasc hka et aI. , 1987; Gleick 1987; Sikka and Nara~ana, 1988) 
Conceptual watershed hydro log ic models (Nemec and Schaakc, 1982; Bultot .t aI. , 
1988; Lellenmaeir et aI. , 1988; Sc haake, 1990; Nash and Gleick, 1991) 
Most of these models are either empirical or lumped parameter models. For thiS reason. these 
models do not consider the spatial variabi lity of physical watershed cI'aracteristics and climatic 
input variables. 
In addi tion. previous climate-change runoff studies in volving hydrologic models have: inc luded 
temperature and precipitation changes without explicitly including the effects of both the short and 
long term vegetation changes which occur. Vegetation properties such as stomatal conductance. 
leaf area index (LA I). and water use efficiency change wit h alterations in both climate and 
enhanced levels of CO, (Eamus and Jarvis, 1989; Eamus, 199 1; Rosenberg et aI., 1990). Thi s 
study focu ses on a procedure ror determining the effects of both precipitation and temperature 
changes on the hydrology of the semiarid Causey watershed in northern Utah . Although limited 
data were available, the purpose of the study was to demonstrate the modelling procedure and its 
application. Subsequently, the model is applied to the six other watersheds at the headwate rs of 
the Weber basin (Limaye, 1994). 
2 
A WATERSHED MODEL 
FOR EVALUATING 
THE HYDROLOGIC EFFECTS 
OF CLIMATE CHANGE 
ON VEGETATED WATERSHEDS 
Chapter II 
A WATERSHED MODEL FOR EVALUATING 
THE HYDROLOGIC EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE 
ON VEGETATED WATERSHEDS 
Continued efforts have been made to study the innuence of climate change on hydrology using 
both the on-line and the off- line approaches. The on-line approach di reclly uses and interprets the 
hydrologic outputs obtained from the general circulation models (GCM) which represent large 
scale area average values often with liule relevance to drainage basi ns. Alternatively. lhe off-line 
approach invol ves employing hydrologic mode ls at the watershed scale driven by climatic data 
obtained either directly from GCM outputs or from hypothetical or GCM-based scenarios of 
climate change (Nemec and Schaake. !982: Leuenmaeir et al.. 1988: Gleick. 1986: Nash and 
Gleick 1991: Amell, 1992a and b). Shifts in vegetation and corresponding changes in stomatal 
conductance. biomass. and leaf area index (LAI) result from changes in climate and altered levels 
of CO, in the atmosphere (Earnus and Jarvis. 1989: Neilson et al. . 1989. Rosenberg et al .. 1990: 
Eamus. 1991: Argen et al.. 1991). 
Previous studies considered the effect of changes in CO2 levels on stomatal resistance and 
evapotranspiration (ET) (Idso and Brazel. 1984. and Gifford. 1988) and neglected the effect on 
plant size or LAI. The focus of this chapter is the development of a mode l employing a 
distributed watershed modeling approach to include the effect of climate change and the resuiling 
vegetation changes. A biophysical approach for simulating actual evapotranspiration (AET) from a 
naturally vegetated watershed is developed and incorporated inco an ex isting hydrologic model to 
develop a Climate Vegetation Hydrologic Model (CVHM). Under this concepl. a watershed that is 
partitioned into a mosaic of units based on characteristics such as soils. vegetation. slope. aspect. 
and elevation is used to provide dist ributed parameter modeling capability (Leavesley and 
Stannard. 1990: Sikka. 1993), Each unit. called a hydrologic response unit (HRU). is considered 
homogeneous in its hydrologic response, The Precipitation Runoff Modeling System (PRMS ) of 
the United States Geologic Survey (USGS) (Leaves ley et al.. 1983) was taken as the base model 
for modifications, Cal ibration of the model to the Causey watershed. a subwatershed in the Weber 
River Basin. is also presented in this chapter, Chapter V presents the application of the model for 
evaluating the impacts of potential ciomate and resuiling vegetation changes on the hydrology of 
Weber River Basin , 
Water Yield if! Semiarill Em';ronment 
Untler Projected Climate Change 
BACKGROUND AND RELATED ISSUES 
There are a nU"lber of issues. widely discussed in the literature. which must be considered for a 
climale char.ge hydrology sludy (Klemes. 1985: World Meleorological Organizalion. 1987: Dooge. 
1989: Leuenmaeir el a l. . 1988: Nash and Gleick. 1991: Waggoner. 1990: Argen el a l. . 1991 ). 
Some of these issues are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The Thomthwaite Water Balance Model and conceptual watershed hydrologic mode ls have been 
employed primarily in si mulating the effects of cli mate change on hydrology . Four specific 
models are used in c limate impact studies: 
I. The Soil Moislure Accounling Model (commonl y known as Ihe Sacramenlo Model) of 
Ihe Nalional Wealher Service Ri ver Forecasl Syslem (NWS RFS) (Nemec and Schaake. 
1982: Leuenmaeir el al.. 1988: Nash and Gleick. 199 1) 
2. IRMB (Royal Meleorological Inslilule of Belgium) (Builol el a l. . 1988) 
3. PROSPER (Yeakley el al. . 1990) 
4. PRMS (Leavesley el al.. 1983: Hay el al.. 1993) 
A review of hydrologic models used in climale impacI slUdies is available in Sikka (1993). 
One of (he basic issues is the appropriateness of such models for simulating climate change impact 
because most of these models were developed to accomplish other objecti ves. such as nood now 
simulation. streamnow forecasti ng. reservoir design. and operation, Most of these models do not 
conSider changes in vegetalion characteristics. such as LAI. stomatal conductance. and transpiration 
rales under a CO,-aile red ciomale. and Ihe effecIs of lhese changes on runoff. Models such as 
Sysltme Hydrologique Europeen (SHE) (Abbou el al.. I 986b) can be viewed as comprehensive 
models to investigate the rainfall -runoff process. However. the data and computing requirements 
for models of Ihis Iype are very exlensive (Kile and Kouwen. 1992). 
Another important issue is the inclusion of potential changes in vegetation resulting from rising 
levels of CO,. One of the predictions uf forest response to climate change at the regional level is 
lhe shift of vegelalion zones in lalilude and elevalion (Neilson el al .. 1989). Changes in planl leaf 
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area. stomatal conductance. photosy nthesis. and growth rates are a lso expected to result from 
increased almospheric CO, levels (Eamus and Jarvis. 1989: Rosenberg el al.. 1990: Eamus. 199 1: 
Argen et al.. 1991). The resules from these growth chamber and greenhouse studies tend to 
sugges t an increase in plant sizes and a 20 to 40 percent decrease in maximum canopy stomatal 
conductance (CCMX) from inc r~ased levels of almospheric CO,. Idso and Brazel ( 1984) auribulc 
increases in runoff 10 slomalal regulalion induced by elevaled levels of CO,. while Gifford (1988) 
repons thaI leaf area increased to compensate for the reduction in water consumption. maintaining 
constant regional evapotranspiration. 
It appears that the hydrologic implications of climate change cannot be realistically assessed 
without taking into account CO2-induced changes in vegetation. Rose nberg et al. ( 1990) suggest 
that changes in canopy resistance caused by both stomatal resistance and leaf area cannot bt! 
eAciuded from consideration as a modifier ol climate change effects. The Penman-Monteith (PM) 
equation addresses this deficiency onl y when it is coupled with a procedure for reflecting soi l 
moisture effects on stomatal resistance and is linked with an appropriate hydrologic water-balance 
model. Saugier and Katerji ( 199 1) also conclude that under these conditions the PM equation is a 
sound approach for estimating evapotranspiration from vegetated surf<.lces. 
Another m<.ljor issue is the question of bringing spatial variabili ty into the modeling process to 
renect heterogeneity in soi ls. vegetation. and topography on a watershed scale. Larson et al. 
( 1982) state that averaging a cenain parameter 'averages' (implicitly) the process being represented , 
Abott et al. ( 1986a) also note that the abi lity to model spatial variations in water.-hed parameters is 
becoming increasingly necessary. not only for applied studies but also for improvi ng the 
understanding of catchment processes. Convent ional lu rr:>ed parameter watershed model s may 
produce reasonable results. but . because of the distributed nature of cli matic inputs and physical 
watershed parameters. they are often inappropriate for studying the effects of climate change. land 
use. and vegelalion changes on walershed hydrology (Kile and Kouwen 1992: Sikka 1993: Abbou 
el al. . I 986a). 
The model developed for this study uses the PM equation for transpiration ;:!Od incorporates LAI 
and stomatal conduclance to reflect the effects of vegetation on hydrologic components for 
evaluating the hydrologic impacts of climate change in a "what W' mode . This distributed 
parameter model has a capability to incorporate variations in soils. vegelation. and topography by 
changing paramelers in respeclive HRUs. 
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DEVELOPMEN',' OF THE MODEL 
The CV IfM is a determi nistic. physical-process based. distributed-parameter hydrologic model with 
a daily time step for simulating hydrolog ic response!;, of vegetated mountain watersheds. LAI is 
used as a surrogate of vegetation structure to compute energy and mass exchange . This model was 
developed by incorporating changes in the soil vegetation climate schemes into the daily version of 
.he Precipi'a,ion Runoff Modeling SyS!em (PRMS) of .he U.S. Geolog ical Survey (Lcave, ley 
e< aI. , 1983). The wa.ershed is parti.ioned in.o subuni". called hydrologic response un ilS (HR U). 
to provide a distributed parameter capability. HRUs are assumed tn be homogeneous in their 
hydrologic respon>c . The general "rucWre of .he PRMS model was kepI as a base. and 
modi fi cations were made in the components d~ a l i ng with interception. soil evaporation (ES), 
transpiration. soil moisture. and subsurface now. The interactivL data management system 
(ANN IE) of the PRMS was used. This interac tive system allows users to input data from a vancty 
of sources, and th0'\c data are refonnattcd by ANNIE 10 a system compatible file structure. 
A nowc han of the model is shown in figure I. Water and energy balances are computed dai ly for 
each HR U. and the weighted sum of thei r responses on a unit area bas is produces an overall 
watershed response . The model is based on the mass water balance equation . State variables such 
as available soil moisture, snow water equi valent . subsurface and groundwater storage are given 
the initial condi tions. The model treats vegetation canopy as proportional to the LAI (the area of 
leaves per unit area of ground). Depending upon air temperature. precipilation occurs as ra in. 
~now. or a mixture of both . [nterceplion is computed 3."i a functi on of LAI and net precipitation 
(PTN) a •• he ground surface IS compUled as precipila.ion (PP'f) less in.ercep.ion. Available 
radiation energy (i ncoming shonwave radiation) is panitioned in such a way that potential 
radiation energy is avai lable fi rsl for evaporating canopy- intercepted water. and the rest of it is 
divided be.ween soil evapo"l!ion (ES) and <ranspira<ion (TRAN) based on .he LAI and .he spec irs 
dependen' ligh' ex<inc.ion coefficien. (EXn. A portion of unu>cd ES energy in dry soils is added 
10 the canopy radiation for transpiralion. 
A .wo-Iayer. soi l-moiS!ure submodel is used in .he PRMS model. ES is ",.sumed '0 lake place 
only from .he upper soil layer. wi.h .he polenlial soil evapora< ion (ESP) being limi.ed by .he 
available sool waler in .his layer. The soil profile dep,h depends upon 'he effeCli ve roo' zone 
depth of .he predominan' vege" .. ion .ype in .he HRU. Transpira<ion is assumed '0 ,ake place from 
.he en,ire soil profile dep,h depending on 'he rela.ive mois,"re availabili .y in .he upper and lower 
soil layers , Actual transpiraticn is computed using the PM equation. To account for soil moisture 
depletion. the PM equation is linked with the soi l moisture balance model to increase the canopy 
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resistance term fo r depleting soi l moisture. The humidity. temperalu re. and radiation corrections 
are also made whi le computing canopy resistance. Soil moisture is updated dai ly after correcti ng 
for ES. transpiration. surface runoff. infiltration. and drainage. Values of LAI are kepi const'.lnt 
during the nonactive transpiralion period. but changed during the active Iranspirar ion period. 
Significant changes in LA I occur for deciduous vege tation duri ng the growing season. Snowmelt 
(SML T) is modelled by an energy balance scheme for Iwo 12-hour periods in a day. Infiilralion 
from rain-on-snow is treated as snowmelt if the snow pack is not deple ted Jnd as rain if the snow 
pack is depleled. Infi il ralion in excess of Ihe field capacily of Ihe rool zone soil profile (EXCS) is 
routed to subsurface and groundw31er reservoirs. Streamflow is computed as the to tal of surface 
runoff. subsurface or inlerfiow (RAS). and base now (BAS). The dela ils of individual model 
components are desc ribed in the following sections. 
Meteorological Driving Inputs 
The PRMS mode l is driven by the daily climat ic data of prec ipitation. maximum and minimum air 
temperatures. and solar radiation . These dai ly meteorologic inputs of the base station are adjusted 
for slope. aspect. and elevation to compute their values for each distributed un it. HRU. using 
temperature-lapse rates . slope-aspect corrections. and precipitation-correction factors. This process 
is discussed laler in Model Calibralion and Ihe delai ls are found in LeaveSley el al. ( 1983). Vapor 
pressure and absolute humidity are computed in the model from the relationship of ai r temperature 
10 salUralion vapor pressure (Murray. 1967: and Federer and Lash. 1978). Average day lighl 
temperature for transpiration calculations is computed in the model from maximum and minimum 
air lemperalUres (Running el al. . 1987). Due 10 lack of wind dala. reasonable values for canopy 
aerooynamic resistance (RA) were used for a forest watershed. Observed daily shortwave 
radiation is also adjusted to estimate the dai ly incoming shortwave radiation (SWRD) received on 
Ihe slope-aspeCl combinalion of each HRU (Leaves ley el al.. 1983). In Ihe absence of solar 
radiation data. value ll are estimated by PRMS from daily air temperature data. 
Canopy Interception and Evaporation 
Inlereeplion of Ihroughfall is relaled 10 LAI. and inlerceplion loss from evapor., ion (XINLOS) is 
limited by a function of incoming shortwave radiation. Several studies have concluded that a 
linear decrease in Ihroughfall from 95 percenl al LAI of I . 10 83 percenl al LAI of 9 is a 
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reasonable description of interception (Woodward . 1987). The interception is computed as a 
fu nction of LAI based on the interception storage coeffic ient for the predominant vegetation on the 
HR U. Nel precipilalion reac hing Ihe ground surface (PTN) in each HR U on a day wi lh 
precipitation is computed a~ : 
where : 
PTN 
PPT 
XINCF 
XIN 
PTN=PPT- (XINCF. LAI-XIN) 
net precipitation reaching the ground surface in mlday 
lOlal daily precipi lal ion deplh on HRU in m/day 
interception coeffic ient in mlunit LA I 
current depth of interception. in m 
Depending on the occurrence of rain or snow, the model assigns appropriate va lues of the 
inlercepl ion coefftcienl . XINCFR for rai n and XINCFS for snow . 
If sufficient energy is avai lable for soi l surface evaporation. loss from interception storage by 
evaporal ion (XINLOS) becomes equal 10 nel inlerceplion (PPT eTN). Olherwise. evaporalion is 
limiled 10 the evaporalion deplh (RADEP) from a free waler surface . This quanlily is compuled 
from available radiat ion by the followi ng re lationship: 
where: 
SWRD 
SALB 
2.5E+6 
RADEP = SWRD • (1 .0 - SALBJ I 2.SE+6 
daily incoming shortwave radiation. in KJ/m2/day 
surface a lbedo 
Kllm2 converted into evaporation depth in m. using latent heat of 
vaporization 
( I ) 
(2) 
If currenl deplh of inlerceplion (XIN) al Ihe end of day is nol depleled in one day . Ihe remainder 
is carried over to the next day. Intercepted snow is assumed to sublimate at a rate that is 
expressed as a percentage (CfW) of the free-water evaporation rate . Inte rcepted snow is also 
removed by meiling and adding 10 snowpack or soil surface as PTN when Ihe energy balance for a 
12-hr period (assumed 0600 to 1800 hrs) is positive. This computation invol ves using the energy 
balance scheme of PRMS. which requires replacing cover densi ly wilh LA!. 
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Soil Evaporation and Transpiration Scheme 
In this study. vegetation is broadly categorized as evergreen/conifers. deciduous. shrubs and 
grasses. and mixed vegetation. 
Unifonn deplh of canopy. as defined by LAI . is di vided inlo a number of hori zonlal laye rs. In 
order to compute average canopy transpiration. leaf level measurements or estimates from un it LAI 
are scaled up to whole canopy average responses . Soi l evaporation (ES) and loss from 
inlerceplion Slorage by evaporalion (X INLOS) and Iranspiral ion (TRAN) by planls are modeled 
se parate ly and summed to compute acrual evapotranspirat ion (AET). Partitioning of radiation 
energy and the computation of ES and transpiration are described be low. 
Partitioning of Radiation Energy 
The incoming shortwave radiation available after evaporating canopy interception is partitioned 
between the canopy and the soil surface or snowpac k using a form of Beer's light attenuation law 
as a funclion of LAI (which defines Ihe deplh Ira ve iled in Ihe medium) and rhe species dependenl 
light extinction coeffi cient. This law is used to approxi mate the light profile within leaves and in 
planl canopies (Jones. 1983: Monlei lh and Unswonh. 1990). The average nel radialion al Ihe soil 
, urface (RNS) is compuled as : 
RNS RNO exp( -EXT.LA~ 
(3) 
where: 
RNO 
LAI 
EXT 
nel radialion above canopy (i .e .. correcled for albedo) in KJlm'lday 
leaf area index 
light extinction coefficien l (dimension less) 
This equal ion is commonly used. and slill remains Ihe si mpleS! and moSl reasonable model of lighl 
penelralion wilhin a canopy (Jones. 1983). 
n.e canopy average radiation per unil LAI (CA RD) in KJlm'lday is oblained as : 
1 e HAl. £)(7) CARD~RNO [ - xp ) 
LAI (4) 
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Actual Soil Evaporation 
\Vhen the soil surface be low the canopy is freely evaporating the potenti al soil evaporation rate 
(ESP) is determined using a modified ve rsion of the Penman equation. which wa..~ proposed by 
Rilchie ( 1972): 
where: 
ESP 
/1 
Y 
RNS 
ESP~[~)RNS 
/1 . y 
potential soil evaporation. mmlday 
slope of saturation vapor pressure curve at mean air temperature. mbarr C 
psychrometric constant . mbar/oC 
average net radiation at soil surface below canopy. mmlday. (RNS from 
Eq (3) is convened inlo mmld before usi ng Ihis equalion.) 
(5) 
Actual soil evaporation is calculated as a function of ES P and avai lable soil moisture in the upper 
soil layer. Unlil a cril ical level of soil moiSlure (WK) is reached. ES P and ES are assumed 10 be 
equal. Below Ihe WK soil moiS!ure level. ES P is scaled down as a linear funclion of Ihe ralio of 
currenl ava ilable soil moiSlure (RECHR) 10 maximu m available waler holding capacily (REMX) of 
Ihe upper soi l layer 10 compule ES. AI and beyond a crilical low soil moiSlure level (WL). ES is 
assumed to be zero as in the case of very dry soil s. To perform these computations the rat io of 
RECH R 10 REMX is compared wi lh WK and WL on a daily basis. 
For drier soils. a portion of the radiation required for the ESP demand is not used. The unused 
portion of the radiation is assumed to be re·emitted from the soil and added to the net canopy 
average rad iation per unit LAI for transpiration. In this study. the LAI fraction was assumed to be 
20 percent. Thus. a 1000percent energy transfer was assumed to occur for canopies with LA I 
values of 5 or more. SaXlon el al. (1974) assumed a 1000percenl lransfer for denser canopies wi lh 
over 60 percent cover. Thi s second order effect causes an increase in the evaporative demand for 
transpiration as soil dries out. This effect provides a feedback between transpiration and soi l 
evaporation. which is more pronounced in semiarid and arid env ironments. especially those wilh 
low values of LA!. The remaining soil evaporalion energy is considered 10 have been used by 
other energy si nks. During times when snowpack exists. soil evaporation is not computed. and the 
RNS is used 10 sublimale or evaporale snow (SNEV). SNEV is assumed 10 occur al a rale Ihal is 
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expressed as a percentage (CTW) of the potent ial frec-wa ter evaporation rale fo r the radial ion rate 
reaching the surface (Leavesley et a!.. 1983). This rate is assumf"d to vary between 50 and 
75 percent. depending upon the climate. 
Transpiration 
Actual transpiration (TRAN) from vegetation canopies is computed u ~i ng the Penman-Mon teit h 
(PM) equation with a resistance term (Monteith. 1965). The equation used is: 
TRAN- (<\ . CARl!j +(CP.OAlVPD/RA .LAI.OAYL 
(<\ +y(1 +RC(RA» . " (6) 
where : 
TRAN 
CARD 
CP 
DA 
VPD 
RA 
RC 
Y 
.. 
LA! 
DAYL 
canopy transpiration, mmlday 
average canopy net radiation per unit LAI. W/m1 (obtained by conven ing 
KJ/m2/day into W/m2) 
specific heat of air. J/Kg/°c 
density of a ir. Kg/m' 
vapor pres~tl re deficit from canopy to air. mbar 
canopy aerodynamic resistance per unit LAl. slm 
canopy resistance to water vapor per unit LAI. slm 
psychrometric constant. mbar/oC 
latent heat of vaporization of water. J/Kg 
leaf area index 
day length. slday 
Canopy conductance (CC= IIRC) is computed as a summation of the stomatal conductance of the 
leaves in each of the leaf layers. with LA! being a measure of the number of leaf layers in the 
canopy and assuming that leaves contribute in paralie l in each of the layers. The max imum 
canopy stomatal conductance (CCMX) for the \ . "tion type in a particular HRU. given as model 
parameter. is corrected for environmental factors such as soil moisture. vapor pressure defici t. 
temperature. and radiation. based on the nonlinear scheme suggested by Jarvis ( 1976) and used by 
Running and Cou,;hlan (1988), Dolman ( 1988), Massman and Kaufmann ( 199 1). 
The equation is gIven as: 
CC=CCMX ~&elll&Blll~ll~ 
(7) 
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where f(0). f(Iie). f(t) . and f(l ) are the response fun ctions for. respectively. so il moisture defic it . 
vapor pressure defic it . temperature. and radiation. These functions are e ither developed from 
measured data or carefull y used based on the literature values. 
The mode l uses either of two options: ( I ) leaf water potential approac h of Running and Coughlan 
( 1988) or (2) simple soil water Slatus threshold to reduce canopy conductance (CC) under 
depleting soil moisture. 
The leaf water potential (or canopy water stress) approach uses an empirical function of predawn 
leaf water potentia l and soil water frac tion. Max imum canopy conductance (CCMX) is then 
corrected for leaf water potential to compute canopy conductance (CC). This correction requires 
the values of spring minimum leaf water potential and leaf water pOlC!ntial at stomatal closure . In 
view of Ihe difficulty of obtaining such physiological data a simpler approach is used in this study. 
Th is simple method is based on the premise that soil moisture status has a direct influence on 
stomatal conductance. which therefore. decreases as the soil dries. When available soil water in 
the profile (SMA V) reaches a specific threshold value (SC), the canopy conductance decreases 
linearly (or the resistance increases) as the soil continues to dry. This relationship is represented 
as: 
CC = CCMX. (SMAVTSC) 
(8) 
SC is a spec ific ponion of the max imum available water holding capaci ty of the soil profi le, 
including both the upper and lower zones '~MAX) in depth units. It can be taken from the 
lite ralure or computed empirically based on fie ld data (Arris and Eagleson. 1989; Dolman. 1988; 
Turner. 199 1). Turner (199 1) also suggested use of such an approach over the leaf water potential 
method. which requi res many more plant parameters. However. for hourly transpirat ion estimates. 
Saugier and Katerji ( 199 1) suggest that the leaf water potentia l approach has merit. 
The CC from the above equation is Ihen corrected for the vapor pressure deficit (VPD) by the 
following equation: 
CC=CC. (1 - HCF. VPCJ) 
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where: 
HCF 
VPD 
humidity correction factor. I/mbar 
vapor pressure deficit. mbar 
If computed CC falls below the cuticular conductance. it is taken equal to the cut icular 
conductance value. 
The CC computed above is then sequentiall y corrected for radiation. A decrease in canopy 
conduclance is observed below some radial ion Ihreshold (RACT) value. The response of 
conduclance 10 radialion is hyperbolic (Dolman. 1988: Massman and Kaufmann. 1991): 
CC=MIN«(CAR~(CARD+RAC1).1 .0) 
( 10) 
The value of CC from equation 10 is then corrected for subfreezing air temperatures (Running and 
Coughlan. 1988). The correcled value of CC is used 10 compule RC=IICC for unil LAI. Due 10 
lack of wind speed data. aerodynamic resistance (RA) for use in equation t) is estimated on the 
basis of literature values for average wind conditions and leaf size (Lee. 1980; Running and 
Coughlan. 1988). Since Ihe CO, diffusion is nol explicilly si mulaled in Ihe model. va lues of 
CCMX laken from Ihe lileralure are reduced by 10 10 30 percenl 10 simulale Ihe direCI effeclS of 
increased CO2 concentrations on transpiration and. in tum. on runoff. 
Transpiration from deciduous vegetation is computed in the model during Ihe aClive growing or 
lranspiring period. The beginning (ITS1) and end (lTEND) of Ihe aClive lranspiralion period are 
delermined eXlemally . fTST and fTEND arc funclions of air lemperalure. and many definilions 
based on minimum or average daily air lemperalures exiSi in Ihe lileralure (Sikka. 1993). In Ihis 
Sludy. weekly degree-days. the sum of posilive differences belween mean daily lemperalure and 
Ihreshold lemperalure (4.5 0c) over a week. were used. This melhod is a more reliable indicalion 
of the active transpiration period than minimum temperature or mean daily methods because it 
gives less weighl 10 shon-Ierm low lemperalure spells. 
LAI Variations During Growing Season 
Leaf area index. used as a variable in the model . can be varied over the active growing season. 
This capabilily is needed particularly for deciduous vegelalion. The base LAI given as inilial inpul 
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parameter is kept constant during the nonactive Iranspiration period and is changed during the 
active growi ng season. From the beginning day of act ive Iranspiration until the full lea f. LAI gOt!s 
up linearly from the base to some user-defined peak va lue. LAI remains at the peak value until 
the beginning of leaf color change. and thereafler it decreases linearly back to the base va lue 
where it remains until the end of the growing season. Due to lack of species-specific informal ion. 
the transitions are assumed to be linear. Arris and Eagleson (1989) computed the average number 
of days e lapsed from budbreak 10 full leaf as 19 days from Ihe phenological dala of ye llow poplar 
(Liriodelldroll tulip;fera L.) in the eastern United States. They also reported an elapsed period of 
aboul 17 days from the beginning of leaf color change (i .e .. beginning of transpi ration decline) 10 
complete color change. Based on the values from the literature and expen opinions of the foresl 
scienliSis working in Ihis region. Ihe model for Ihis S1udy uses Ihe beginning of full leaf as being 
30 days from Ihe beginning dale of Ihe aC li ve transpiralion period. and Ihe beginning of leaf color 
change as being 20 days prior to the ending date of the transpiration season in the fall . However. 
these values could be easi ly changed for specific !;ituations. 
Soil Moisture and Infiltration 
Soil moiSiure budgeling is accomplished Ihrough a field capacily based model . wilh Ihe aCl ive soi l 
profile depth considered as being the effecti ve rooting depth of the predominant vegetation on an 
HRU . Tho upper so il layer. laken as 15 em in Ihis S1udy. is lermed Ihe recharge zone. while the 
reSi of soi l deplh is called Ihe lower layer or discharge zone. Soil waler balance is performed by 
the algebraic summation of moisture accretions and depletions to and from the soil profile . The 
difference between field capacity and wilting point of each zone defines the maximum available 
water-holding capacity of the zone-REMX for the recharge zone and maximum available water 
holding capacily (BZMX) for Ihe lower zone. The curre nl available waler-holding capacily 
(i.e .. the difference between the current soi l moisture and wilting point) of the upper zone. the 
lower zone. and Ihe entire soi l profile is designaled as. respecl ively. RECHR. BZ. and SMAV. 
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BZMX 
maximum available water-holding capacity of the upper or recharge soil zone 
current maximum available water holding capaci ty ot :he lower soil zone 
RECHR = currenl available soi l moiSiure in Ihe upper zone 
BZ current available soi l moisture in the lower zone 
SMA V = current avai lable soi l moisture in the soil profile (upper and lower zones) 
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If Ihe sum of ES and TRAN of Ihe currenl day in an HRU (al Ihe beginn ing of Ihe current day) is 
less Ihan RECHR, bolh Ihe ES and TRAN are considered 10 be occurring from Ihe upper laye r, 
and the sum is deducted from the recharge zone. Otherwise. transpiration loss fro m the recharge 
zone is compll'~d as the difference between RECHR and ES. and the remain ing transpiration 
comes from the lower zone and is deducted from the current lower zone available soi l water (BZ). 
Infi ltration adds water to the active soi l profil e. The in fi ltrat ion component of PRMS was adopted 
for th is study (Leaves ley el al. . 1983). The subroutine computes infillration from rain on a snow-
free surface as Ihe difference between net rainfall and surface runoff. Snowmelt infi ltration is 
considered nonlimiting until the soil reaches field capacity. Once field capacity is reached. a dai ly 
maxi mum infi ltration capacity (SRX) limits daily infiltration volume. Any snowmelt in excess of 
SRX becomes surface runoff. For rain on snow, the water available for in fi ltration at the bottom 
of Ihe pack is from snowmeh and rain. When Ihe snowpack is depleled, a ll waler al Ihe surface 
resu lts from rain . Infihrated water first fills the upper or recharge zone storage before moving to 
the lower zone. No time distribution is gi ven to the infihration in this daily model. Water stored 
is in the recharge zone until its capacity. REMX. is reached. When this situation occurs. 
continuing infi ltration (if any) is cascaded to Ihe lower zone. If infiltration cont inues after the 
capacilY of Ihe lower zone (BZMX) is reached, Ihe excess quanlily (EXCS) is rouled 10 Ihe 
subsurface and groundwater reservoirs. 
Streamflow or Water Yield 
Daily streamflow or water yie ld is considered to be the 24-hour volume from surface, subsurface. 
and base now . No rouling of slreamnow is done in Ihis daily version of Ihe model because Ihe 
Ira vel lime in a small walershed is assumed 10 be less Ihan Ihe one day lime slep of Ihe model. 
Surface runoff, subsurface now, base now, and snowmeh compo"nlS of PRMS were used wilh 
few modifications in the base flow and snowmelt components. These processes are not discussed 
in delail here, bUI Ihey are fully desc ri bed in Leavesley el al. ( 1983). 
Surface runoff from snow-free pervious HRUs is compuled using Ihe conlribuling-area concepl 
(Cappus, 1960; Dickinson and Whileley, 1970; Hewlell and NUlle r, 1970). Compulalions are 
based on the assumption of either a linear or nonlinear function of antecedenl soil moisture and 
rainfall . Surface runoff from snowmeh on a pervious HRU is the excess over dai ly maximum 
infill ralion capacilY (SRX) al field capacily, when moislure in Ihe soi l profile reaches field 
capacity. For impervious areas, snowmelt fi rst satisfies avai lable retenlion storage, and then Ihe 
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remaining snow me II becomes surface runoff. Subsurface now or seepage rate (SEP) occurs 
through the relatively shallow groundwater zones which conduct water to the surface channel 
systems. Inflow to a subsurface reservoir occurs from infiltration which is in excess of the 
available soil water-uolding capaci ly (SMAX) of the soil profil e. A subsurface reservoir can 
receive innow from one or several HRUs. depending on the characteristics of subsurface soi ls and 
basin size. The difference between inflhration to the root zone in excess of the field capacity of 
Ihe soi l profile (EXCS) and Ihe seepage (SEP) is subsurface reservoir innow (RES). Subsurface 
now is computed using ei ther linear or non-linear reservoir routing procedures. 
The snowmeh componenl of Ihe PRMS model is slighlly modified by replacing cover densi lY and 
transmission coefficient for canopy as a function of LAI in computing shortwave and long wave net 
radiations. Snowpack water balance is com pUled daily. and the energy balance is computed twice 
dai ly for eac h 12-hr division (day and nigh!). The snowpack is assumed 10 be a Iwo layered 
sysle m, and snowpack deplh is compuled using a finile di ffe rence scheme (Riley el aI., 1973). 
When the 12-hr energy balance is posit ive. it is used to meh snow. 
PARAMETER AND DATA REQUIREMENTS 
Appl ication of a distributed model parameter like the one used in this study requires many site 
variables. model parameters. and initial conditions of the state variables to fully describe the 
system. Model parameters are generally descripti ve and relate to specific watershed characteristics 
or conditions. The parameters required for each HRU. month. or single basin values are given in 
table I. In principle most of the parameter values may be derived from measurements or est imates 
or derived empirically from Ihe field, hisloric dala, or relevan! li leralure, and Ihey need nOI be 
calibrated. Some parameter values are difficult to obtain and in such cases a reasonable initial 
eSli male often can be made. As righl:;' nOled by Aboll et a l. ( 1986b), however, in praclice a 
certain amount of calibrat ion is generally needed because measured point values may not be 
represenlalive of Ihe spalia lly dislribuled unil. In Ihe appl ical lon of dislribuled models il is usually 
necessary 10 aggregale small scale physics 10 Ihe HRU scale. As reported by Beven ( 1991) il is 
merely assumed that in defin ing a conceptual model. the same scale equations can be appl ied with 
Ihe same paramelers. Beven ( 1989) discusses Ihe problems of dislribuled models and suggesls 
obtaining estimates of uncertainty associated with the ir predictions . In view of this requirement. 
care musl be exercised while inlerpreling Ihe OUlpuls from Ihe mode l of Ihis sludy. 
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Table I .-Selected soil and vegetation paramelers for 
different HRUs used in simulations 
ITST XINCFR XINCFS CCMX 
HRU N July day cmlLAI cmlLAI mlsee 
100 0.013 0.0 18 0.004 
100 0.013 0.018 0.0045 
95 0.006 0.008 0.004 
100 0.013 0.016 0.004 
100 0.024 0.033 0.0021 
90. 0.006 0.008 0.0045 
85 0.006 0.008 0.0045 
100 0.013 O.oJ8 0.004 
9 100 0 .006 0.008 0.0045 
10 100 0.013 0.018 0.004 
II 85 0.006 0.008 0.0045 
12 105 0.02 0.028 0.0026 
13 105 0.016 0.024 0.0027 
14 100 0.024 0.033 0.0021 
15 105 0.02 0.028 0.0026 
16 102 0.02 0.028 0.0026 
17 100 0.016 0.024 0026 
18 WATER 
19 103 0.024 0.033 0.0021 
ITST: Begining of ac tive transpiration period. 
XINCFR &: XINCFS: Interception storage for rain and snow. 
CCMX: Maximum stomatal conductance:. 
EXT Light extinct ion coefficient . 
LAI: Leaf area index . 
EXT 
0.38 
0.38 
0.35 
0.38 
0.47 
0.35 
0.34 
0.38 
0.35 
0.4 
0.35 
0.45 
0.42 
0.48 
0.45 
0.45 
0.42 
0.47 
LAI 
1.14 
0.92 
1.25 
1.6 
0.6 
0.8 
1.3 
1.1 
1.3 
0.9 
1.5 
2.5 
2.3 
1.1 
1.7 
REMX &. SMAX. Available water holding capacity for upper and lower soil layers. 
SMAX REMX 
emlcm emlcm 
0.112 0. 11 2 
0.103 0.106 
0.095 0.095 
0.094 0 .1 
0.098 0 .109 
0.113 0.113 
0.093 0.094 
0.096 0.099 
0.092 0.092 
0.09 0.092 
0.089 0.089 
0.09 0.106 
0.091 0.091 
0.089 0.091 
0.077 0 .096 
0.092 0 .103 
0.099 0 .106 
0.113 0. 127 
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MODEL CALIBRATION 
The model contains a self calibralion or self oplimization capabi lity based on either the absolute 
difference between the simulated and observed values or the sum of squares of the differences 
between the two flows. In this study. the sum of squares of the difference between the two flows 
was used for optimization . A groundwater recession constant and subsurface (or inlerflow) 
recession constant were input for opt imization since they were found to be sensiti ve in the 
calibration process. A llowable ranges for each of the parameters were se lected from the literature 
or olher srudies conducted in the surrounding area. Even afler complelion of Ihe self oplimizing 
process. some manual interventions were found necessary to bring about the required results . 
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Chapter III 
AN INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS FUZZY CLUSTERING 
PROCEDURE FOR PARTITIONING A WATERSHED 
INTO HYDROLOGIC RESPONSE UNITS 
FOR DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER MODELING 
One of the major issues in watershed mode ling is the question of "lumped parameter" versus 
"diSlributeu parameter" hydrologic models. Bringing spatial variability into the mode ling process 
to more accurately reflect heterogeneities in soils. vegetation. topography. and precipitation 
distribution on a watershed scale has become a practical possibil ity through ad":lOcements in 
remote sensing techniques and geographic information system (GIS) applications. Larson et 31. 
( 1982. p. 428) state. "Averaging a cerlain parameter 'averages' (implicitly) the process bei ng 
represented. Because of non linearity and threshold values. this can lead to significant error." 
Huggins et al. (1977) discuss many advantages of using a distributed parameter model . but the 
primary reason is the potential for more accurate simulation of the runoff process. Conventional 
lumped hydrologic models may produce reasonable simulat ion results. but because of the 
distributed nature of climatic inputs and watershed parameters, they are often inappropriate for 
studying the effects of changes in climate. land use. and vegetation on the watershed hydrology 
(Abbou et al. 1986: Kite and Kouwen 1992: Sikka 1993). The use of a distributed watershed 
model is particularly more relevant to areas with steep topography and snowmelt runoff where 
even a small fraction of the watershed area can produce considerable changes in snowmelt runoff 
due to sudden changes in climatic variables. 
Partitioning of watershed into spatially distrihuted units can be done in a number of ways. 
including a grid based system. hydrologic response units (HR U). subwatersheds. land classes. and 
elevation zones. Huggins and Monke (1968) were perhaps among the first to apply this approach 
which was subsequently used by Abbou et al. ( 1986) and many others. Grid-based models need 
much more data. and for large watersheds and for general predictive hydrologic studies this 
procedure may be computation intensive and require much effort to apply. Another approach is to 
partition a watershed into HRUs, either contiguous or non-contiguous, each having a particular 
hydrologic response in terms of a certain combination of soils. land use, elevation. slope. and 
aspecl. Concepts from partial-area hydrology imply that catchments can be subdivided into HR Us. 
The concept of HRUs was used by Leavesley ( 1973). Rose et al. (1978). and Leavesley et al. 
( 1983). for predicting watershed runoff. erosion. and sedi ment movement. and by Sikka (1993) fo r 
studying hydrologic response under the innuence of climate change. The United States Geological 
Survey's (USGS) Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System (PRMS) and Modular Hydrologic 
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Modeling System (M HMS) were developed around the concept of using HR Us (Leave, ley u al 
1983; Leavesley et al.. 1992). Kite and Kouwen ( 1992) applied the concept of grouped 
response units (G RU). This unit consists of a group of HRUs wi th in a computational element. 
The HRUs are not necessarily cont iguous but often comprise a subwatershed. The HR Us report 
the advantage of applyi ng a lumped model to different land uses wi thin subbasi ns by adopting this 
semidistributed approach . This approach i. particularly applicable when stream now gauges are 
avai lable for each unit. 
The land use and cover characterislics are the mosl important attributes in deli neating HR Us and 
can be categorized from remotely sensed data using the technique of fu zzy pattern recognit ion 
(Leu. 1988; Lindsey. 199 1). This chapter presents a new approach to partitioning watershed into 
hydrologic response un its using digi tal terrain data of the Digital Elevation Model (OEM) and 
applying an unsupervised fuzzy pauem recognition algori thm to Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) 
data in a GIS environment. Its applicalion is also demonstrated in the Causey watershed of Weber 
River Basin in Utah for hydrologic simulations using the Climate Vegetation Hydrologic Model 
(CVHM). described in chapter II. 
BACKGROUND 
The utility of remote sensing and GIS in partial area hydrology and distributed parameter modeling 
has been well documented and reviewed by Van De Griend and Engman (1985) and Schmugge 
(1987). Leavesley and Stannard (1990) used data from digita l evaluation models (OEMs) to create 
data layers for topographic characterization and to generate data overlays of spatial coverages 
obtained from Landsat TM data in a GIS environment. Sasowsky and Gardner ( 1991 ) used GIS 
techniques to obtai n parameters for a hydrologic model which simulated the runoff characteristics 
for various watershed configurations produced by progressive simplification of a stream network 
delineated from a OEM. 
Using pauem recogni tion techniques to classify ground cover characteristics from remotely sensed 
data has shown promising resuhs in a few hydrologic modeling studies (Ze Venbergen. 1985; Leu . 
1988; Lindsey. 1991). Ze Venbergen ( 1985) employed a pauem recognit ion technique to classify 
ground cover characteristics in predicting Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) curve 
numbers from LANDSATIMSS data for rainfall-runoff slUdies. Muhispectral c lassification is 
performed by either supervised or unsupervised methods based on muhivariate statistical criteria . 
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In a supervised classification. the identily and location of some of the cover types of interest are 
assumed to be known a prior;. from aerial photos. field work. or c1(perience. These known cover 
types are then identified as a small 5ubse~ (or training sile) of larger TM scenes that are used to 
"train" the classification algorithm for eventual land cover classification of the remainder of the 
image. Multivariate statistical parameters (means. standard deviations. covariance matrices. 
correlation matrices. etc .) are calculated for each training site . Every pixel outside these training 
sites is then evaluated and assigned a part icu lar class in which it has the highest likeli hood of 
being a member. 
In an unsuperv ised classification. the identities of cover types to be assigned as classes within a 
scene are not generally known a priori because appropriate ground truth is either lacking or 
surface features within that scene are not well defined (Jensen. 1986). Numerical operations are 
performed to group (cluster) unlabe lled pixel data wi thin the data set into different spectrally 
homogeneous classes based on some statistically determined similarity criterion. as examined in 
multispectral vector space. After the data are classified into spectral classes. the information classes 
of interest are assigned to these spectral classes by the analyst or researcher. This procedure 
requires some minimal amount of initial information for the analyst to label certain cluster(s) a~ 
representing infonnation classes. although at times this may not be an easy task. 
A variety of methods for unsupervised clustering are found in the literature. Clustering algorithms 
based on the fuzzy set theory. such as Fuzzy c-Means and Fuzzy c-Varieties. is beuer than simple 
distance and K-means algorithms. Among others. Gunderson (1983) and Gunderson and Jacobsen 
(1983) developed the Fuzzy c-Varieties (FCV) and applied th is to remo!ely sensed data 
(Gunderson et al. 1988). The FCV algorithm adapts to the structure encountered during the 
computation and. therefore should be more likely to successfully detect the actual st ructure in the 
data and less likely to impose it (Gunderson. 1983). II does not assume a fixed value r as the 
dimension of the linear variet ies and thus avoids the risk of findi ng a besl fit of the data to an 
imposed structure. Instead of ass igning each pixel to a particular cla. .. the algorithm assigns a 
membership value or influence coefficient to each pixel between zero and one for all classes with 
theil' membership va lues summing to one. The pixel would be most like the class which has 
maximum innuence coefficient. Working with innuenc..: Loeffic ients provides a clean picture. 
especially if one is interesled in estimating parameter values in a given cluster. 
Leu (1988) used Fuzzy c- Varieties technique for ground cover c lassification and modeling 
spatially distributed snowpack in Utah using TM data. Lindsey ( 1991) applied this approach for 
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c l3.ss ification of vegetation cove r types and spatial distribution of soi l moisture using TM dala in 
Utah's Tony Grove watershed. In both studies. prototypical si tes we re sa tisfactori ly ident ir.. .. u for 
point measurements and extrapolating point data over the watershed. 
Based on the resu lts of thes sludies. it appears that unsupervised paucm recognition Icchn iques 
have a potent ial in panit ioning watershed in to HR Us for dist ri buted parar.1e ter watershed mode ling. 
FCV algori thms applied to TM satell ite data in conjunction with topographic data is a new 
approach to pan itioning a watershed into HRUs. 
Fuzzy c-Varieties Pattern Recognition 
The detailed descri pt ion of an FCV clusteri ng algorithm is avai lable in Gunderson and Jacobsen 
( 1983) and Gunderson et al. (1988). A brief descript ion is presented here . 
L<t X = (x,. x" .... .. x,) represent a finite sample of an unlabelled mu lt ispectral TM data set 
consisting of n measurement vectors. x •. each wi th m featu res (say 7 TM band values). 
x.,: i.e., Xt = (x t , xu ..... xkm) . It is assumed that the measureme nt vectors x. have been obta ined 
from measurements on a collection of n objects or processes. which inc ludes a fixed rumber. c. of 
identifiable classes or categories : e.g .. watershed surfacial fea lUres. It is assumed that the data are 
unlabeled and that the vectors are allowed to have ambiguous class membershi p (i.e .. exclusive 
class membership is not requi red). II is funher assumed that each of the c classes can be 
satisfactorily modeled by a linear variety of the form: 
m 
X = V+ L fA 
/> ' 
where the class cenler. v, is a fixed vec tor from m-dimensional data space Rm: the di rection 
vectors. d l • form an onhonormal spanning set for R",; and, the scalars. tJ• are allowed to vary 
through the en!ire range of real numbers. 
1be objective of FeV pattern recognition can be viewed as an atte mpt to use the set X of 
unlabeled measurement vectors to infer a linear model in the form of equation I for each of the 
( I ) 
c classes that are assumed to be represented by the data. Equivalently. the problem is to obtai n an 
unsupervised -best- linear fit of the data X to a given number. c. of models of the form given by 
equation I. 
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Suppose it is desired to fit all of the data X to a single linear model of the form of equation I 
(i.e., c= I). Suppose also that the center. y. is chosen as the mean of the data X: 
v=LxJn k·, (2) 
Let L denote a line in data space Rm. th rough v and in the direction of the vector d . After going 
through the derivation. Gunderson et al. (1988) obtained the foll owing scatter matrix of X relative 
to the center v: One way of obtaining a best linear fit to the data is to determine that line L 
through v which max imizes the total scatter which led to the maximization problem: 
maximize{ d T So] 
(3) 
(4) 
This problem has a well known solution (Gunderson and Jacobsen. 1983); the maximum value of 
total scatter is given by the magnitude of the largest eigenvalue of the scatter matrix. S. Since the 
matrix S is symmetric. the eigenspace corresponding to each of its e igenvalues is one-dimensional. 
The solution to find another line onhogonai to the fi rst line is uniquely detennined by an 
eigenvector of S corresponding to its second largest eigenvalue ; and so forth. The set of direction 
vectors Id,. d, . .... ., dml determined by this procedure forms an onhonormal spanning set of 
vectors which are a "bes:" fit to the data X (in the sense of maximizing the scatter in each of the 
orthogonal directions) and. together. wi th the vec tor detennined by equation 2. provide a model for 
X in the fonn of equation I. 
Influence Coefficien ts 
For classification to a family of linear models (c>I). the concept of influence coefficients (viewed 
as weighting coefficients) was introduced. These coefficients provide a measure of the extent to 
which a given vector Xt in X "influences" the formation of a given cI .!.Ss model in the simultaneous 
process of fitti ng all the data X to a specified number of class models of the form of equation I . 
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Given a particular class 0= 1.2 ..... c) from the sJ"!cified number of c c lasses. a we ighted scatter 
matrix . Si. from the data X relative (a a center (unspecified as yet). v, is: 
n 
SI= E (u.i(x. - v)(x.- v) T 
.-, (5) 
where the influence coefficienls. U , ~ . are required to lake on values in the real interval /0.11 and to 
satisfy the constraint 
(6) 
for each k= I .... n. The value of U,~ for a particular vector x~ and class i= 1.2 ..... c measures the 
influence of thai vector on the model of class i. If uik=O. the vector 'las no influence on the c lass. 
If uik= I. the vector influences the ith c lass. and only that class. Values in between are interpreted 
a<cord ingly. 
Equations of FCV Algorithms 
Disjoint principal component models for the c categories consist of cenlers. v" and direction 
vectors.~. j=1.2 .. .... mi. for each category i= I.2 .. .... c and are defined by the solutions to the 
minimax problem (Gunderson el.al. 1988) as: 
minimize,maximum..d; 5 1 d)) 
over .11 possible v, £ R •. d, £ R., and u,. which satisfy the above constr"ints. 1l1ey define the 
follOWing necessary condibOfls for solVing the FeV algorithm for the solution of the minimax 
problem: 
For the c x n matrix of influence coefficients u .. : 
< 
u,,=1/E Ilb.-v", lb.- v/lf 
1-' 
for each "" 1.2. ... ,c and k= 1.2. .... .n: and 
( 8) 
2. For the set of c class centers v,: 
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vl=IE (u,.)2xJlE (U,.)2 
.-, .-, (9) 
for each I = I ,2 ..... ,c. 
A Picard iteration procedure can be used for find iog approximate solutions to the above 
simultaneous equations. Eigenvalues and e igenvectors of the c weighted scatter matrio:\,;s can then 
be computed. 
WATERSHED PARTITIONING 
An unsupervised fuzzy clustering algorithm is used to identify the dominant categories of ground 
cover characteristics and surfacial features of a watershed based on 30 m resolution TM data. This 
identification of categories is based on the assumption that the spectral signature measured bv the 
TM multispectral scanner represents ground cover characteristics in the watershed. The studies 
and field observations made by Lindsey (1991) and Leu (1988) in this region have validated this 
assumption. The results of unsupervised classification with the support of otber data layers are 
used in a GIS environment to partition watershed into HRUs using an intel1'ctive graphic approach. 
Definition and Criteria 
1l1e hydrologic response unit (HRU) is assumed to be homogeneous with respect to its hydrologic 
response (Leaves ley et al.. 1983). The watershed characteristics such as e levation, aspect, slope. 
vegetation. and soi ls are considered as important allribbtes to partition watershed into HRUs. 
assuming that these are homogeneous over the specified range of variation. It is well known that 
some of these characteristics vary widely even at smaJler spatial extent. However. in view of the 
commensurate accuracy to be obtained by selecting smaller areal units or grids and large 
computalional problems. the concept of few HRUs with practically reasonable homogeneity within 
an HRU seems satisfactory for medium to large watersheds. 
Ground cover is the critical component affecting the spatial and temporal changes in soi l moisture. 
evapotranspiration. snowmelt. and water yield. The state of equations of the hydrologic models in 
general and particularly the modification of the PRMS model used in this study indicate priority of 
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vegetation. e levation. ; Ild soils parameters. The occurrence and type of vege tation also re flect 
aboul Ihe soils. aspeCI. and slope. Leavesley and Slannard ( 1990) suggesled Ihal vegelalion can be 
combined with lopographic dala. such as slope and aspeCI. 10 infer physical propert ies of soil and 
eSlimale available waler-holding capac ily. The sludies made by Lindsey ( 199 1) in Ihe Tony Grove 
area. Utah. also suggest that a relationship exists between vegetative cover type and soil type . 
These results further reinforce the idea of assigning higher priority to ground cover in de lineating 
HRUs. As slaled above. Ihe classificalion of ground cover can be performed reasonably we ll 
using an unsupervised fu zzy clustering algorithm. Elevation is the next important attribute to be 
considered. especially in the mounta inous wate rsheds where important cl imatic input varies wi th 
e levation. 
Procedure 
Applications of Ihe fuzzy cluslering procedure for partilioning a walershed inlo HRUs using 
remolely sensed dala is presenled in Ihe following sleps and also shown by a nowchart in figure 2. 
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I . Regisler Ihe DEM and TM dala of walershed 10 Universa l Transverse Mercalor (UTM) 
coordinates. 
2. Del ineale Ihe walershed and subdivide walershed inlo subwalersheds based on some 
minimum defined size. say a minimum of about 3 to 5 percent of the total watershed 
area. At the same time. the stream order of subwatersheds can also be taken into 
account. 
3. Divide Ihe walershed inlo e levalion. slope. and aspeCI classes. Use Ihe range of 
varialion and purpose of sludy 10 help in dec iding Ihe class inlerva ls. 
4 . Inpul TM dara of all seven bands 10 an unsupervised fuzzy cluslering algorilhm such as 
FeV 10 classify ground cover inlo Ihe desired number of speclral classes and assign 
informalional calegories 10 Ihese classes based on field informalion. 
5. Overlay the subwalershed boundaries on Ihe class ified waler. hed ground coverlsurfac ial 
fealures and see how these boundaries malch wilh differenl classes. Subwalershed 
boundaries would be further subdivided or merged. based on Ihe cover class. 10 form 
len!alive HRUs. 
I 
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Figure 2.-Schematic diagram showing procedure of panitioning watersheds into HRUs, 
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6. Overlay these tentative HRUs on the raster c<' nrai ning e levation classes so as to break 
the tentati ve HRUs wilh large e levation differences into smaller HRUs using an 
interactive graphic procedure to further modify the HRUs. 
7. Validate or reinforce this unsupervised partitioning by overlaying HRUs on available 
field data/information such as some vegetat ion and soils data. 
This interaclive-graphic procedure involving Ihe application of Fev cluslering algorithm in 
conjunction with topographic data is an objeclive and efficient way of partitioning a watershed inco 
HRUs. Under this procedure limited field data are required for "ground truth" checks. but 
extensive field collection programs are not needed for most paramelers. 
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MODELING THE EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE 
ON THE HYDROLOGIC RESPONSE 
OF THE CAUSEY WATERSHED 
DESCRIPTION OF STUDY WATERSHED 
The Causey Dam watershed selected for this study is located in the Weber River Basin in northern 
Utah (figure 3). Causey Dam. situated at the lower end of the drainage. is about 18 km (II miles) 
east of Huntsville. Utah. on the South Fork of the Ogden River in the Weber River Basin. The 
watershed was instrumented for continuous monitoring of meteorologic and stream now records. 
Figure 4 is an outline of the Causey watershed showing the major drainage channel and 
instrumentation locations. 
The Causey watershed has an area of 208 .64 sq kms (80.55 sq miles). Its general topography is 
marked by the rugged Wasatch Mountains. Elevation is one of the most important physiographic 
factors affecting the hydrology of the watershed, because it affects the precipitation and 
temperature distributions. Within the Causey watershed elevation ranges from 1605 m (5266 feet) 
to 2780 m (9121 feet) with a median elevation of 2340 m (7677 feet) . The soils are generally 
coarse grained, pervious, gravely, stony. and well drained except for some shaley soils near the 
ridge tops. Textural classes lie between loam and clay loam with moderate to average soil 
moisture·holding capacity. 
The dominant vegetation in the watershed consists of big sagebrush (Arttmisia Iriden/ala). aspen 
forest (Populus Ir~mulo;dej). and coniferous forest consisting of pinyon-juniper. mountain fir. and 
mixed conifers. Intermingled with the sagebrush and found as understory in the forested areas are 
some grasses and broad leaf plants such as mountain shrubs. wheat grass, bunch grass, and Gamble 
oak. 
The average annual precipitation (for the calendar year) at Huntsville is 55 .4 cm (21.80 inches) 
with 75 percent of that received from October through May. largely in the form of snow. Summer 
precipitation from Iune to September is usually from high intensity storms of short duration that 
result from convectional activities. The mean annual air temperature al the Huntsville station is 
7.05 °C (44.7 oF) with the lowest and highest mean monthly temperatures in Ianuary and Iuly, 
respectively. 
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DATA/RASTERS PREPARATION 
Thematic Mapper (TM) satellite data. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data. and soils and 
vegetation data were used in the analyses. The Map and Image Processing System (MIPS . 1992). 
a commercial geographic information system (GIS) package, was used for data processing and 
generating data overlays. The steps used in preparing and analyzing TM and DEM data are 
summarized as follows : 
I. The Landsat TM image of Iune 26. 1990. corresponding to EROS world reference 
system coordinates path 38 and row 31. was extracted to cover Causey and the 
adjoining area. The scene of June 26 was chosen as it is close to the peak vegetative 
period. 
2. Control points were identified both on the TM scene and the U.S. Geolog ical Survey 
(USGS) maps ( I : 24(00) of Causey Dam. Horse Ridge. Monte Cristo Peak. Dairy 
Ridge. Bybee Knoll. and Lost Creek Dam, Utah quad sheets (eastings and northings). 
Eleven control points were selected at easily identifiable locations such as road 
intersections and lake or stream intersections. 
3. The portions of quad sheets containing identified control points were scanned and 
digitized using a scanner to obtain exact coordinates (Eastings & Northings) of the 
control points on the map. The eleven control points selected above gave a very low 
root mean square error ( 1.22m). 
4. The DEM data (7 .5 minute quad Causey Dam) were extracted and georeferenced. The 
above DEM raSler of the Causey area was then used to delineate the Causey watershed 
and subwatersheds. 
PARTITIONING THE WATERSHED 
INTO HYDROLOGIC RESPONSE UNITS 
Characleristics such as elevation. aspect. slope. vegetation. and soils were used in partitioning the 
watershed into hydrologic response units (HRU). An unsupervised fuzzy clustering algorithm was 
used to classify ground cover eharaelerislics from TM dala 10 aid in defining HRUs. This 
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procedure was applied in conjunction with topographic data layers such as elevation. aspect. and 
subwatershed divides. The procedure is described in chapter III of this report and also in Sikka. 
1993. and Sikka et al. (in review). The Causey watershed was partitioned into 19 HRUs. The PC 
version of the model is limited to a maximum of 25 HRUs. 
In this research. the Fuzzy c-Means clustering option available on MIPS and the Fuzzy c- Varieties 
program. FCV. developed at USU (Gunderson and Jacobsen. 1983) were used. Although easier 
to use. the Fuzzy c-Means in the MIPS is much slower than the FCV program. In order to run the 
FCV program on the V AX. the ASCII raster files obtained from MIPS were converted into the 
format needed for the FCV program. The FCV output was then converted back into ASCII raster 
files for MIPS . The large TM scenes and data files of the Causey watershed were resampled to 
compress the data file within 10.000 data points. The FCV program was run on a compressed 
data file and the data set classified. Using the centers obtained by classifying the training data set. 
the uncompressed (entire image) data file was then classified using the FCV program. Once the 
larger TM scene was classified by FCV. it was converted back to an ASCII file and imported into 
MIPS for displaying spectrally homogeneous classes. 
The following specific steps were involved in partitioning the Causey watershed into HRUs: 
I. Classification with the FCV algorithm was done on the V AX by inputting all seven TM 
band values as explained above. The image was classified into six spectral classes. 
Having six classes was based on the assumption that land cover classes such as bare. 
conifers. deciduous. shrubs/grasses. and mixtures are needed as broad vegetation types 
in the watershed hydro logic model. 
2. These spectral classes were easi ly grouped into three broad informational classes: aspen 
forest. conifers forest. and shrubs/grasses. Since the spatial extent of the sludy area is 
too large to consider finer details like species variations. this scheme should be fairly 
reasonable. 
3. A voctor image containing subwatershed boundaries was overlaid on the unsupervised 
fuzzy classified ;mage and edited for merging or expanding the boundaries to form 
tentative HRUs based on the c1assifieci ground cover classes. The tentative HRUs were 
saved in a vee lor file for funher refinement. 
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4 . The vector image containing tentative HRUs was overlaid on the raster of elevation 
classes. Each elevation represents a class interval of 300 m ( 1000 ft) with the lowest 
in 1500-1800 m (5000-6000 ft ) and the highest in the range of 2700-3000 m (9000-
10.000 ft) . The vector editing procedure was again followed to break the tentative 
HRUs with large elevation differences into smaller HRUs with relatively small elevation 
differences. It was assumed that an HRU generally will not have an elevation 
difference of greater than about 300 m ( 1000 ft). In the Tony Gro\·e watershed of Utah. 
Lindsey ( 1991) also reported the importance of elevation zoning and used an elevation 
class interval of about 240 m (800 ft) . In a large watershed like the Causey. an 
elevation difference of about 300 m appears to be fine . The :-JRUs thus formed were 
saved in a vector file after c leaning Ihe vector for topology errors. Figure 5 shows 
19 HR Us of the Causey watershed which were used as units in the distributed 
hydrologic model to estimate model parameters and input va riables for the hydrologic 
model. 
5. These HRUs were then overlaid on the rasters contai ning vegetation c lasses and soil 
water capacity derived from Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) reports so 
as to verify the appropriateness of the partitioned HRUs and to ascertain if any 
modifications were needed. If there is little or no such infonnationldata available. this 
step can be skipped. However. some sample field data are needed to ascertain what 
each ground cover class represents on the ground. 
6. The HRU vector prepared at step (4) was converted into a raster file for preparing 
masks of each HRU to cut out rasters of different data layers for estimating model 
parameters of each HRU to run hydro logic si mulations. 
ESTIMATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS 
Topographic attribute.. Important topographic attributes such as slope. a.'pec t. elevation. 
and area of each HRU were obtained from DEM data. 
Meteorologic parameter.. The monthly maximum (TLX) and minimum (TLN) temperature 
lapse rates estimated from temperature data of Huntsville and Woodruff. were used to adjust air 
temperatures for elevation in each HRU. To account for the differences in slope-aspecl between 
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the base station and each HRU. an average difference in air temperature between a horizontal 
surface and the slope-aspect of an HRU for max im'o m (TXAJ) and minimum (TNAJ) ai r 
temperatures between -I · C to I · C depending on the aspect and slope was used (Leavesley ( 1991. 
personal communication). For precipitai:ion correction. snow correction factors (DSCOR) varied 
from 1.2 to 1.35 for different HR Us while rain correction faclOrs (DRCOR) varied from 
1.1 to 1.2. based on the seasonal precipitation distribution maps of Utah. A base temperature 
(8ST) of 1.2 · C was used to decide the form of precipitation . 
Soils parameters. Data avai lable from the NRCS of the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) were used to determine the soi l texture, soil depth, and maximum available soil water 
holdi ng capacity of the upper (REMX) and lower (BZMX) soil layers. The critical level of soil 
moisture in the upper layer (WK), above which actual (ES) and potential soil evaporation (ESP) 
are equal. and the lower critical level (WL). be low which soil evaporation is assumed to be zero, 
were selected from the relevant literature (Wight and Hanks, 1981 ; Saxton et .1 ., 1974; Ritchie, 
1972). Th< maximum dai ly infiltrat ion capacity (SRX) for a soi l moisture content at soi l water 
holding capacity (SMAX) was initially assumed to be 5 cm/day. This value was later refined by 
model optimization procedures. 
Vegetation parameters, Vegetation types in each HRU were obtained from the vegetation 
map avai lable from the Geography Department of Utah State University (USU). The vegetation 
was broadly categorized into aspen forest. conifers forest. and shrubs/grasses. Leaf area index 
(LAI) values were estimated from the TM data using vegetation specific LAI-NDVI (normalized 
difference vegetation index) relationships (Asrar et aI., 1984; Nemani and Running, 1989; Sikka. 
1992). The species dependent light extinction coefficient (EXT) generally varies between 0.35 and 
0.87, with an average value of about 0.5 for both conifers and deciduous fo",sts (Eagleson. 1982; 
Aber and Melillo, 1991). Values of EXT for given vegetation types in different HRUs were found 
in the literature. Maximum stomatal conductance ( CMX) values for the predominant vegetation 
types in the various HRUs also were taken from the literature (Jones, 1983; Lee, 1980; Caldwell 
et aI., 1981 ; Aber and Melillo, 1991 ; Massman and Kaufmann. 1991 ; Running and Coughlan, 
1988). 
Values for the soil moistu", parameter (SC) for ",duct ion of CCMX below a particular level of 
available soil moisture we", derived from ",Iationships which suggest that stomatal closu", begins 
when approximately one-half to two-thirds of the extractable water in the soi l is utilized (Arris and 
Eagleson, 1989; Dolman, 1988; Turner, 1991 ). The coefficient for correcting the effects of vapor 
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lu<ra.ul'< .Dolman. 19 . Running and Coughlan. 19 . \la,,/T . .1l1 .md Kaufm.llln. 1991 , TIl< LAI 
factor IFAC . u~d to C,lImate the: pe4l. LAI from the' initial LAI \aluc: u,,<d .11 .he: ~glnnlng \) 1 thC' 
"Ca...'OO for each \egl"tallon I~ pe .. as eSlimated from the rt'~ult" of -.ea.-.onal LAI \Mlallon, J.nd thC' 
relall\e gro .. th curoe, ~ reponed In thl' area for \3[100' \('gelatlOn t~ JX"' I Spanner ('t oJl . 1990. 
J a~ne '. 1978. Hanson. 1976. Wight and Hanl!-. 19 I I For declduou .. lree:", r;,uch .l..' a'p!'n. \ JluC', 
of FAC .. ere found to fall In the range from 3 10 5. while for .. agebru .;.h and gra,-<' \alue:, 
bet .. e;-n ~ and 5 .. ere u~d The beginning I ITSn and c:nd t ITE:"O . of the 3(11\(' tran'p lrath,lO 
penod v. C'rt' delenmncd u~lng v.eek l~ degree ·da~", 
Hydrowgic parol1U!tera. Values (11 the In lcreep"on 'lOrage cOl"ffi cH~nt for rJIn (XI;'\'CFR ) 
and snow (XINCFS ) were b...,d on I'< , UI IS of prev.ous <lud"s a •• he Sl: School ForeSi and 
elsewhel'< as repon ed in Llndse, ( 1991); Running and Coughlan ( 1 ~88) ; Zinke 119671; and 
Warnng and Schlesinger ( 19'" ~ I Obsero'''d streamflow data were used 10 obtain In ilial l"SlIm.:Ue s 
of In le rflow and base flow i"':ceSSlon constanlS and init ia l groundwater siorage. The range of 
values used by LeaV,.,,;;c:y ( 199 1 in the upper Weber basin for groundwater seepage rates and 
maximum and minimum runoff contribuling areas were used initially and Ihen opt imized. 
MODEL CALIBRATION 
The wa.er year 1989 was .aken as base year for applying .he model '0 .he Causey wa.e rshed. 
Recorded dai ly now dara for model cal ibra.ion were avai lable for o;;ly Ihis year . Da il y inpu.s of 
precipitalion. m;uimum and minimum air temperalures. and solar rad ial ion were used for model 
s.mula.ion. Modeled s.reamnow was fi",. ma.ched wi lh observed dala on .he basis of annual 
runoff volume. The calibration procedure then concenlrated on the tune series of the runoff. 
Once .he patame.er.; for annual simula.ed volumes weI'< adj us.ed . • he mOnlhly n ow lo.a ls were 
ma.ched. A sa.isfac.ory matching of monlhly now .orals provided a good Sian for ma.ching dai ly 
flows ObViously. for th is study the optimized parameter values have limitalions because of the 
aVallab.llty of su •• able da.a for only a single year. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Ground w.u "'el'< u5ed '0 check .he I'<sullS 0 •• oC unsup<rv.5ed fuzzy c lus.enng proc<dure used 
fo. :1~lfYlng uound co~er and parUllofling the walef"'ihed InIO HR Us l11e ground Co\er 
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c lasslflcallon of Causey v.ateNhc:d obtained from -.c:ven band~ of TM data u~i ng un~upe rv i sed 
fuzzy clustering compare, reasonably well with the map shOWing broad vege tation types of the 
Causey The resulls were also vcnfied with aerial pholOgraphs and infJ rmalion from a fe w sample 
lipots 1lle procedure appears to be a qU ick and salisfac lory way of ground cover c1assific3lion for 
a waleNhc:d whC'n suffiCient ground dala are ellher nol availab le or are difficult to obta in. The 
polenllai for human error or bias 1\ a lso mlOl mlzed In thiS methoo of ground cover classification. 
Re!'uh!' a ~e encouldgln& for Ihe procedures developed for panilioning a wate rshed inlo HR Us by 
applymg U!l su pef\lscd tuZZ) ciustenng 10 TM d3l3. '" conj unction wi th lopographlc data using an 
In teracllve·graphlc approach In a G IS enVi ronment. Figure 6. showing the ovc rlays of HR Us on 
the ItO" water holding capacity (SMAX ) and vegeta lion raste rs. genera lly demonslrale a reasonably 
good homogeneJly wuhln an HR In lerms of Impon ant anributes infl uenCing hydrologic 
response 
The "pallal dlstnbullon of Input vanables and model parameters for the Causey watershed obtained 
from the Idenllfied HR U" has proVided acceptable results of model calibrdtlon and hydrologiC 
Sl mulallons of .he Causey wa.ershed. The simula.ed dally hydrograph ma.ched well w •• h .he 
observed hyd rograph. The model gave a fairly good fi r wi.h bo.h dai ly and mon.hly coe ffic ienlS 
of de'ermlnalions (r ) which were 0 .88 and 0 .97. resp<c. ively. The model I'<sulls are discussed In 
de.ai l by Sikka ( 1993) and Sikka eI al (in rev.ew ). 
Based on Ihe definilion of HRU. the Importan t watershed atlnbules are assumed to be 
homogeneous with in an HR U. Howevcr. 10 some large HR Us two preJommant vegelatlon types 
ex isled. and in such cases weighled area average parameter va lues of the two vegetation types 
were used. This limitation was there because of the const raint limiting the number of HRU" 
wllhin 25 in the PC version of the mode l. Overall . the resuhs suggesl Ihat thiS procedure does a 
sarisfac.ory job of pani.iont ng a wa.ershed .nlO HRUs and offe r.; a fas •. less da'a,demandlng bu. 
ralionally ·objeclive approach in proViding a dis tnbuted parameter capability for w31ershed 
hydro logic s imulations. Such an approach may be: extended 10 subdi Vide large areas 1010 Si milar 
response units for the purpose of proVid ing effecti ve parametenullon and feedback from cllmallc 
mode ls to hydro logic models. and VICe versa. The fuzzy cluslenng algonlhm (Fuzzy c· Vanetle" 
[FCVJ) is capable of classifYing wa.ershed ground cover. The procedure develop<d for 
pan.lioning a wa.er.;hed In'O HRUs .hrough .he ullll zallon of OEM dara and .he appllcallon of an 
unsuperv ised fuzzy pattern recognition algOri thm to Landsat TM 
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data provided good results . If the definition of assuming ;Jniform characteristics within an HR U is 
kept in mind. the procedure is quick. easy to apply. and relatively less demanding of data than the 
traditional ground-based approach. 
Model Calibration 
Comparisons between the simulated and observed daily hydrographs and mass curves are shown in 
ligures 7 and 8. The daily simulated flows clo,ely rr.atch the observe'; flows both in temls of the 
magnitude and timing of flows. A comparison of both recorded and simulated total runoff 
quantities by month also indicates a good match. The coefficients of determination (r') for daily 
and monthly flows are 0 .88 and 0.97. respectively. In an attempt to further verify the calibration 
results . the simulated depth of snow water equivalent (PWEQV) also was compared with the 
observed PWEQV at the Horse Ridge site (ligure 5). Although this site might not be 
representative of the entire watershed. in the absence of additional data. it was reasoned that the 
observalions coulu strengthen the veri fication results . The overall agreement in figure 9 is 
reasonably close. The dates for the beginning of snowpack accumulation (I I November 1988) and 
snowpack depletion (around 8 May 1989) are very close to simulated dates. However. for the 
peak snow water equivaJent the plots show a significant difference . 
'The stmulated ac tual evapotranspiration (AEl) for the Causey watershed for the 1989 water year 
was 261 mm (10.3 inch). with a maximum average daily AET of 3.5 mm (0. 14 inch) during the 
month of June. Based on the literature values of average ET for aspen. spruce/lir. and sage/grass 
In the area (Sikka. 1993). the simulated ET seems reasonable for a moisture stressed watershed 
WIth a low value of LA!. 'The pattern of daily variations and timing of simulated available soil 
moosture in the profile also suggests satisfac tory simulation of the soil moisture in the absence of 
measured soil moisture data. 
Sensitivity Analyses of Hydrology to Climate Change Scenarios 
Because general circu lat ion models (GeM) are currently unable to provide realistic meteorological 
Input yanables at the basin scale. assumed scenarios are used for this study . Extreme climate and 
YegCUlion change scenarios are based on conditions which reflect a doubling of the atmospheric 
CO, content. 'The temperature change and prec ipitation change scenarios are based on climate 
change hydrology studies (Nemec and Schaake. 1982; Flaschka et al .• 1987; Gleick. 1986; McCabe 
and Ayers. 1989; Schaake. 1990). 'The changes assumed for the LAI and stomatal conductance as 
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Figure 6.-Overlay of HRUs on vegetation type and 
soil moisture holding capacity . 
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a result of the assumed e levated CO, values are based largely on the studies o( Rosenberg et a l. 
( 1990); Eamus and Jarvis (1989); and Eamus (199 1). The temperature (T). precipitation (P). LAI 
(L). and stomatal conductance (CC ) changes for each scenario are given in table 2. 
Sensitivity analyses were conducted by modelling the various scenarios given in table 2. Based on 
these scenarios. the dai ly temperature and precipitation dala of Ihe base year (water year 1989) 
were adj usled. Unlike othe r studies. the temperature changes were not applied unifonnly 
throughout. but instead were based on a disaggregation approach. Different weights were ass igned 
to adjust the minimum and maximum h:mperatures for each month. The weights were obtained 
fro m historical data by Wang ( 1992). based on a disaggregation mode l which was applied in the 
Salt Lake valley . 
Annual Changes 
Sensitivity to single (ador scenarios. The effects of climate and vege tation change 
scenarios on annual evapolranspiralion (AET) and runoff are presenled in tab le 3. lines I to 7 and 
14 and 15 . On a comparative basis. the results indicate that changes in LAl (L) and stomatal 
conductance (CC) produce more pronounced effects on AET than on runoff in this watershed. 
Increases in AET were found at II. 18. and 24 percent for temperature increases of 4°, 6°, and 
8 OF. while a temperature decrease of 6 OF decreased AET by 8.6 percent. At higher temperatures. 
the soi l evaporation component of AET becomes more significant because of the increased 
rain/snow ralio and the faster snowmelt. thus making surface soi ls wet for evaporation. especially 
for parts of the watershed with low LA I. Transpi ration losses are relative ly more sensi tive to 
canopy conductance (CC) than to LA\, This result suggests that a significant increase in LAl 
would be needed to offset the effect of increased stomatal resistance due to increased CO, in the 
atmosphe re . 
Annual runoff decreased by 4. 9. 13. and 18.6 percent for temperature increases of 4°. 6°. 8°. and 
10 OF. respectively. assuming no change in precipitation. The magnitude of changes in annual 
water yield ranged from a decrease of 18 percent. for a precipitation decrease of 10 percent (P- IO). 
to an increase of 15 percent. for a precipilation increase of 10 percent (P+IO). The results of this 
study suggest that climate change will have significant but less severe impacts on annual water 
yield in this watershed than those resuhs reporteJ by others for the Colorado River basin (Nash 
and Oleick. 1991: Sc haake. 1990: Flaschka et a l .. 1987). A grea ter sensitivity of the annual runoff 
to precipitation changes. rather than to lemperature changes. agrees with the results of recent 
studies in the Colorado Ri ver basin (Nash and Oleick. 1991 ; Schaake. 1990). 
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Table 2.- Assumed climate change scenarios for the Causey wate rshed 
Temperature Precipitation Lcaf·area index Stomatal 
Scenarios change (OF) change (%) (%) conductance (%) 
Base 0 0 0 0 
T2 0 0 0 
T 4 0 0 0 
T 6 0 0 0 
T 8 0 0 0 
P5 0 0 0 
P 10 0 10 0 0 
P 15 0 15 0 0 
P -5 0 -5 0 0 
P - 10 0 -10 0 0 
P -15 0 -15 0 0 
P10 T4 10 0 0 
P1 0 T6 10 0 0 
P-10 T4 
-10 0 0 
P-10 T6 -10 0 0 
CC-20 L15 T4 0 15 -20 
CC-20 L15 P10 T4 10 15 -20 
CC-20 L15 P- IO T4 - 10 15 -20 
CC-30 U5 T~ 0 25 -30 
1"2 :z an average annuaJ temperature increase of 2 OF. 
PS "" an average annual precipitalion increase of S percent. 
CC-20 OJ an average annual decrease in siomatal conductance of 20 percent. 
LI S :II average annual change In leaf area index (LAI) of I S percent 
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Table 3.-Effect of climate change on runoff and actual 
evapotranspiration for the Cau~y watershed 
Change in Change in Change in Change in 
Climate change annual spring summer annual 
scenario ,unoff (%) runoff (%) runoff (%) AET (%) 
T+4 -3.82 -19.1 - 17 11.0 
T-t<J -8.97 -34.3 -28.5 18.1 
T +8 -12.5 -44.4 -37.8 24.0 
P +5 +7.6 +8.9 +9.3 2. 1 
P -5 -9.5 -9.8 -10.3 -0.8 
P+IO +15.5 +16.6 +1 7.5 3.8 
P - 10 - 18.3 - 19.8 -20.8 -3.0 
T+4 P+1 0 - 12.7 -2.9 - 1.9 13.4 
T+4P -10 -2 1.3 -35.7 -33.3 7.87 
T+6P +10 +8.8 -19.4 - 15.1 19.4 
T -t<J P -1O -27.3 -49.4 -43.8 14.4 
T + 8 P +10 +5.6 -3 1.8 -25.4 14.1 
T+8P- 10 -30 -612 -52.3 20.2 
CC -20 +1.3 -5.5 
CC -30 +1.7 -8.6 
T +4 L +1 5 -3 .95 -20.0 - 18.8 13.4 
T -4 L -15 CC -20 -2.5 - 18.0 - 15.8 8.7 
T -t<J L +15 CC-20 -7.3 -33.2 -27.3 15.9 
T +8 L +15 CC -20 -10.9 -43.5 -36.6 21.8 
T +8 P -10 L +15 CC -20 -29.3 -56.8 -50.5 18.2 
T +8 P +5 L +15 CC-20 - 1.5 -35.7 -29.0 20.4 
T +8 P + 1 0 L + 15 CC -20 +7.25 -31.0 -24.3 23.4 
AET = actual evapotranspiration. 
T = air temperature in OF. 
P precipitation change in percent . 
CC "" canopy conductan..e change in percent 
L = change in leaf area index (LAI) in percent. 
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Sensitivity to multiple factor scenarios. Inc rca~e s of I :! .7. 8 .8. and 5.6 pcrcro:nt In .mnual 
wate r yie ld were found as a result of a 10 perccnt inc rease in prccipitation when combi ned with 
-'°.6°. and 8 of increases in temperature. respec tive ly (Iable 3). Decreases in w~l!er yield of 
21.3.27.3. and 30 percent were obtained for a 10 percent decrease in precipi tation when combined 
wi th 4. 6. and 8 percent increases in tempeiature. respective ly. Re lative ly lower percentage 
changes in water yie ld for increased precipitation scenarios are attributed to increased ET losses 
under wet condi tions. Th is result suggests a greate r effect on runoff for warming than for cooling. 
which may be anributed to the aridi ty of the ba.<in. 
The results from combined scenarios indicated that a temperature inc rease of 4 of . coupled with a 
20 percent decrease in stomatal conductance and a 15 percent increa~ in LAI from doubled Cal' 
decreased water yie ld by 2.6 percent. In snowfed wate rsheds. such as Causey. a major portion of 
the annual runoff is cont ributed from snowmelt du ring the spring (Aprit·Junc ). Howe ve r. ET rates 
are highest in the late spring and summer. Thus, changes in ET appear to have a relat ive ly small 
e ffect on la ta I annual wate r yie ld from the Causey watershed. The refore. based on these results. 
for th i~ watershed. JOc rea..~s in runoff from stomatal closure in the event of CO: doubling (Aston. 
1984: Idso and Braze l. 1984 ) appear unlikely when stomatal changes are combined wi th a" umed 
JOc rea~cl\ 10 temperature and LAI. These predictions also agree with those of Mart in et al. ( 1989). 
Monthly/Seasonal Changes 
The effec t of a.ssumed ~cena ri os on the timing of peak monthl y runoff and variations in monthly 
flow~ h Illustrated in fig ures 10 and II . respective ly. Temperature increases of 2°. 4°. and 6 OF 
alone and 'n combination with o ther ~cenarios shifted the peak runoff from May to April. while a 
temperature ,"crea~ of 8 OF temperature shifted the peak runoff from May to March. The 
magnitude of the peak l ' reduced in all the cases except those with inc reased prcci pit.uion. 
Sea",n.1 change,. n pnng (April-June) and summer (July-September) are presented in fig ure 12 
and table) Spring and , umm. r n ows decreased by 2 to ) percent for a T+4°F P .. IO scenario and 
by .bout 52 to 6 1 percent for a T .. S"F P- IO scenario. As mi~ht be expected. impacts from climate 
changes are genera ll y more seve re for spring than for summer flows. An increase of about 
17 percent In spring and summer runoff results from a prec ipitation increase of 10 percent wit h no 
other changes. A iemperature increase of 4 OF, when coupled with a precipitation increase of 
15 pe",.nt. augments spnng and summer runoff by about 7 percent. 
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Figure IO.-Simulated mOl"llhly flows of Causey watershed illustrating the 
effects of climate ... hange on timings of peak flow. 
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Figure 12.-Change5 in annual and seasonal flows of the Causey watershed 
under different climate change scenarios. 
n alt'f t ,,. rd If! 5<mlurrJ em Ironment 
L nan Pro)e. ((I'd Clunt.lt,. Chll.n ~t' 
.. ~ ratIO and earl~ 'nov.me lt In v. lnkr au~ of v.anmng Although a\-cragc "pnng .. trcam 
no"", .. are reducc:d. Increa.~ tempcr.ltu~ and precipitation 'Ccnano" (for cxample. T -J P .. I()) 
v.ould produce a flO<ldmg potenua] dunng the eart~ .. pnng If ..ufflClent re~n olr .. tor.:1gc: I" not 
a, .. lable: 
anauon~ In the 3" aJlab&c: "OIl mot.stu~ fOf a range of 'Ccnano-. uxilcatc:d that "'" arming Increase" 
Winter 1ioOI1 molqure and r uce' " ..• mer ~I I moisture ..... uh a , hl il 10 the peak ;"oil rrKw.ture lc:\-e i 
from Apnl to Martn resultlO~ from earl~ \OOV.mc: lt due: 10 "",arming 
1be rcsults of lhl) "ludy mu ...-t be Interpt'"C:ted with caution unti l the rnodc-I ,,," be: ngorou50l~ 
\-ahdafed v.·uh addUIOnaJ data HO'ollo c\-cr. II " felt that the appro\lmatc caJlbr.t110n pre'C-nled here 
IS "ufflc.ent to demonstrate the apphcablhp ~(the model f .-.mwlallng the: effect .. on a.\Sumed 
eil"",", changes and CO,' IIlduccd v<ge.a1lon : hanges on hydrolo ~ 1be model needs '0 be 
extended to mclude an e::lphcli lin age Wlth the CO: dlffustOn gradIent for "Imulaung \-egetatlon 
dynamic . 
lnc: assumed scc:nanos us.ed 10 lhls anaJys,~ prOVide an In~,ghl 1010 ttv: hydrologl \.Cn"II\lf) of 
the: basm. However. II IS recogOlzed that the ~enanos might not be mtc:maJl) con"l,lenl 
Linking a reailSllC me.eorologocal and/or cil ma.e model ",,,10 .he hydrologIC model ,," ould 
overcC'f1lC: thiS defiCiency 
CONCLUSIONS 
Applicat ion of .he model '0 .he Causey wal<rshed proVIded a baSIS for del<rmonlng !he effcc" of 
assumed eli"",l< and CO,·induced vegelallon changes on hydrologIc response 1be .. ,uhs of .hlS 
study suggest signifi ant but less severe: Impacts of climate: change on water Yield than prevIous 
Sludies in .he WeSiem Uni.cd SIa.es have indica.ed. A dem:a.. . in annual runoff of 15 '0 
20 percenl could be possible for cases of wanning associa.ed wl.h decreased preClp,13110n In 
mosl cases. projccl<d changes in monlhly nows suggeSi a shifling of runoff peaks from May '0 
March or April . Almospheric wanning combined wi.h precipila'ion Increases could increase .he 
nood hazard from spring runoff. 1l1c changes in evapoo-anspiralion produced by wannong largely 
occur during laiC spring and summer and .hus have lillie effeel on annual runoff. which IS 
dominal<d by snowmch runoff in the WeSiem Unilcd Slales. 
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CHAPTER V 
MODELING OF WEBER RIVER BASIN 
FOR DETERMINING THE HYDROLOGIC 
IMPLICA TlONS OF CLIMATE CHANGE 
THE STUDY AREA 
The Weber Ri ver Basin is located in northern Utah east of the Great Salt Lake. The major 
tributaries to the Weber River are Chalk Creek . Lost Creek. East Canyon Creek. Southfork of the 
Ogden River. and Smith and Morehouse Creek (figure 13). The Ogden River is the largest of the 
tributaries . The Southfork of the Ogden River is fed mainly by the subwat<rshed above Causey 
ReservOir. The Ogden JOtoS the Weber River near Ogden. just before the river enters the Great 
Salt Lake . Within the Weber River drainage area, the elevation varies from 4200 feel above mean 
sea level at the surface of the Great Salt Lake to I 1.200 feet at the top of the Uintah mountains. 
The mean elevation of the drainage basin is 6700 feel ; 50 percent of the area lies between 
5900 feet and 7450 feet. Only 16 percent of the total area is at elevat ions which are less than 
5000 feel. However. It is an this area that most of the cultural pursuits take place (Haws. Jeppson. 
and Huber 1970). Elevation. a long with aspect and slope. affects the vegetation in the area. The 
dominant vegetation In the watershed consists of big sagebrush (Artemisia Iridentata ). aspen 
(Populus Ir~muIOldt's) forest. and coniferous forest consisting of pinyon-juniper. m,-untdlO fir. and 
mlJ.ed conifers Intermangled with some grasses and broad leaf plants in the underslory . A 
",hemallc dIagram of the Climate Vegetation Hydrologic Model (CVHM ) which was applied to 
rhe Weber River Basin IS ~hown In figure I 
Streamflow records are avaIlab le for a penod of 38 years ( 195 1 to 1989) for each of the six Weber 
B3510 subdramages sho wn by figure 13 (Haws. Jeppson. and Huber 1970). Some stream gauging 
~lalJon ~. ~uch as char on Chalk Creek at Coa lville. record near nalUral nows. but mO!ii t of the 
gauging stallons are located below dams which create slOrage reservoirs. Missing records were 
e~u mated from the dam operation records and downstream recording stations. Runoff records 
from ungauged area.~ w .. rt e~tlmaled by comparative area techniques using a nearby or 
representati ve gauged walenhed Streamnow and reservoir data are available from the Weber 
Basin Conservanc y Olstnci. located In Ogden: the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) office '" 
Denver. and Earth InfonnallOfl CD-ROM (Compact DIsc- Read Only Memory ). Solar radiallon 
data were laken (rom the station located '" Kay~vl lle PrecIpitation and temperature data were 
taken from CLlMDATA CD-ROM avaIlable for the Western Untted States. Lapse ra tes for 
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temperature were computed from temperarure nala taken from stations at different elevations. 
Appropriate lapse rates for precipitation were taken from precipitation maps developed by the Utah 
Climate Center at Utah State University . 
HYDROLOGIC RESPONSE UNIT DELINEATION 
Topographic maps (7.5 minute quad maps) for the six gauged watersheds were obtained from the 
United States Geologic Service (USGS) in Salt Lake City . Maps were combined. as needed. to 
make up a composite for each wate"hed. and the watershed boundaries were then delineated on 
each composite map. "Seeds" were located manually on the composite map at intersections of 
secondary streams. and sub watersheds were delineated above these seed points. The subwatershed 
areas were then restructured on the basis of elevation differences within the subwatersheds to form 
tentative hydrologic response units (HRU). For the six watersheds. satellite thematic mapper (TM) 
data and vegetation maps in ERDAS Geographic Information System (G IS ) formats were procured 
from the U. S. Fish and W'Idlife Service (1992). the Utah Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research 
Unit located on the Utah State University campus. The data were consolidated in a commercial 
GIS package. Map and Image Processing System (MIPS) of MicroImages. Inc . (1992). and rasters 
were prepared. Vegetation maps gave the vegetation type at each pixel. All the vegetation types 
were broken down into three prominent vegetation types- aspen. sagebrush. and conifers . From 
band 3 and 4 of the TM data. the normalized difference vegetat ion index (NDVI) was computed as 
foll ows: 
NDVI = (Band 4 - Band 3) I (Band 4 + Band 3) 
The stream networks were manually located on the vegetation maps. NOVI for each pixel was 
read using the - INSPECT- mode in MIPS with the appropriate vege tation map as a reference . 
NOVI values were read from the text screen with the pixel location on the vegetation map 
corresponding to the tentative HRUs. The HRUs were then finali zed by consideri ng both elevation 
and vegetation cover. The HRUs that were thus identified for Chalk Creek. Lost C reek. East 
Canyon Creek. Causey subwatershed. Smith and Morehouse Creek. and Wheeler Creek watersheds 
are shown by figures 14 through 18. It is noted that the Causey subwatershed is only a portion of 
the South fork of the Ogden River drainage . Because the CauSt'y subwatershed represents the 
primary water-yielding area in th is dra inage and because the model had already bee n applied to the 
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Figure 13.-Study area: Weber Ri ver Basin. 
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Figure 14.- Hydrologic response units (HRUs): Chalk Creek watershed . 
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Figure 15.-Hydrologic response units (HRUs): Lost Creek watershed. 
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Figure 16.- Hydrologic response un its (HRUs): East Canyon Creek watershed. 
Figure n .- Hydrologic response Uni ts (HRUs); Smith and Moreh('luse Creek watershed. 
Figure IS.-Hydrologic response un its (HRUs): Wheeler Creek watershed. 
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subwatershed by Sikka ( 1993). the Causey subwatershed was used to represent the changes in 
runoff from the Southfork of the Ogden River. The remainder of the South fork drainage is 
included as an ungauged area. 
PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
Watershed parameters. The mean elevation. slope. and aspect of each HRU were then 
computed fro m the composite. For detennining the area of each individual HR U. the watersheds 
and HRUs were ploned on trac ing paper. each HRU was cut individually. and rasters were 
prepared for each. The area of each HRU was found by using INSPECT RASTER in MIPS. 
From the NDVI values. LAI estimates were made using relationships developed for the region by 
Si kka (1993). 
Hydrologic parameters. Based on resuhs of previous studies at th< USU School Forest. and 
elsewhere reponed in Lindsey ( 199 1). Running and Coughlan (1988). Zinke ( 1967). and Warring 
and Sc hlesinger (1985). interception storage coeffi cients for ra in (XINCFR ) and snow (XINCFS) 
were deri ved. 
The observed streamflow data were used to obtain initial estimates of base fl ow recession constant 
(RCB ) and initial groundwater storage (GW). The range of values used by Leavesley ( 199 1. 
personal communication) in the upper Weber basin for interllow routing coe ffi cient (Re F). 
seepage rate from subsurface reservoir to groundwater reservoir (RSEP). and max imum and 
min imum runoff contribut ing areas (SCX and SCN ) were opt imized by matching observed and 
simulated fl ows. 
MODEL CALIBRATION 
The purpose of mode l calibration is to se lect a set of mode l parameter values within a rea...~o nab l e 
range suc h that simulated nows achieve the best possible match wi th observed nows. Data for 
water year 1989 were taken for the purpose of model calibration. since annual prec ipitation for that 
year was close to the mean precipitation for the drainage ba.') in as estimated from the years in 
which all data were avai lable . Precipitation. maxi mum and minimum temper.uures. solar radiation. 
and observed flow were input to the mode l for calibration. 
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As mentioned in (hapter II. the model contains a !'-e lf calibration or self optimllatlon ca pahlhl y 
based on e ither the absolute difference between the simulated and obse rved va lue!' o r the !'Ulll of 
squares of the differences between the two nows. In this !'It;dy. the sum of squares of the 
difference between the two n ows was u~d for optimization . A groundwater recession constant 
and subsurface (or internow) recess iOll constant were input for optimization. since they were found 
to be sensi ti ve in the ca libration process. Allowable ranges for eac:h of the parameters were 
selected from Ihe literature or other studies conducted in the su rrounding area. Even afler 
compktion of the ~ I f optimizing process. some manual interventions were necessary to br ing 
about the required results. 
A s mentioned. the most sen!'itive parameters were the groundwater and subsurface (imerflr A; 
reces. ion constants. RCB and ReF. respective ly. Increases in RCB shifl the timing of the 
outn ows and also II1crea~ the to tal volume of the outnow. whe reas increases in RCF increase the 
rate at which imerflow occurs . In the calibration process. matchi ng wa~ done. first. fo r the yearly 
10lal volume of now. fo llowed by Ihal for monlhl y nows. 
Dally now calibration required adju!'tlment of both the timing and peak n ow rates. More 
Imponance was given 10 matching the yea rly n ow volumes than to matc hing peak nows because 
the yearly runoff volume IS a more crillcal variable in water yield studies. The cal ibration results 
for each of the <; IX wate rsheds are dl~cussed 111 detail later in (his chapter. 
APPLICATION OF CLIMATE CHANGE SCENARIOS 
TO THE WEBER RIVER BASIN 
Par~lmeter e,lImal lon :Ind mode l calibratIon we re performed for each of Ihe six gauged wate rshcds. 
SpeCific ... cenano~ we re then Imposed on Ihe calibratcd moJel 10 , cudy the effects of climate 
chJ.nge on the ba<; ln a ... d who le . The procedure used 111 the model application is reviewed here . 
Monthly now", from the 14 water Yle ld1l1g areas Within the Weber Ri ver Basin were avai lable from 
h"loncal record. for.18 yea" 11951 -1989). The Webe r Ri ver Simu lalion Model was calibraled by 
the , late d1 VI'I10n to repre'lent the demands in 18 o;e rvice areas (figure 19). Six of Ihe 14 watc r-
Yle ldlllg 3.rca'l conl3111 the gauged wale r"heds con<;lde red III the application of Climate Vegetation 
HydrologIC Model (CV HM ) Each of Ihe remainong cighl areas was assigned a nearby gauged 
w3ler"hed h I ~ a.'l~umed that each of the ungauged areas has hydrologic response characteristics 
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Figure 19.-Schemlltic diagram of flows in Weber Ri ver Simulation Model. 
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which are simi lar to those of its assigned gauged watershed. The re fore. the perce nt changes in 
flow in each of the gauged watersheds under imposed climate change scenarios are assumed to 
apply to its assigned ungauged area. The historical monthly fl ow records of 38 years. which we re 
provided by the Utah State Division of Water Resources. are modified according 10 the applicable 
percent change. 
CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT 
Climate Change Scenarios 
Due to limitations of bas in scale predic tions from general circu lation models. assumed scenarios 
based on GCM predic tions we re used for this study. The temperature change (2 OF to 8 oF) and 
precipitation change (· 10 to + 10 %) scenarios were based on climate change hydrology stud ies 
(Nemec and Schaake. 1982: Flaschka et a l. . 1987: G leick. 1987 : McCabe and Ayers. 1989: 
Schaake. 1990: United States Environmental Protec tion Agency. 1989). The lAI (· 15 to +25 % ) 
and stomatal conduc tance (CC) (· 10 to ·20 % ) scenarios of change as a result of elevated C O, 
were based largely on the studies of Rosenberg et al. ( 1990) and Argen et al. ( 199 1). The 
temperature (n. precIpi tation (P). lAI (l ). and stomatal conductance (CC) changes for each 
scenan o are given 10 ta ble 2. chapte r (V . 
The limltallons of such scenarios should be kept in mind because a ll scenarios might not be 
IO tema lly consistent In the real world. However. in the absence of bas in-scale gene ral circulation 
model (GCM) outputs. these assumed scenarios were used to test the model and make some 
~ugge~lIve evaluation of the effects of cl imate change on the hydro logic response of the We ber 
Ri ver Ba.'i1O 
Sens itivity Stud ies 
Sen ~lI l vlly analy~s of actual evapotranspirat ion. soil mo istu re. and wate r yie ld to cl imate and 
change, In vegela llon wtrc conducted by applymg lhe assumed scenarios s ingly and in 
combination, Based on l he~ scenarios. the daily temperatu re and prec ipitation da ta of the base 
year (wate r year 1989) were adjusted . Changes 10 maximum and mi nimum air temperatures were 
noc obtamcd by untformly adding these mcremenlal changes 10 daily values as is commonl y done . 
DIfferent weights were asSigned to adj usl the minimum and maximum temperatures in each mont h; 
the", weIghts were obtained from hIStorical da ta by Wang ( 1992) based on a d isaggregation mode l 
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in the nearby Salt Lake va lley. With in any given month. dai ly temperatures we re assumed to 
fo llow the same dislribution. The opt imized parameters obtained from mode l calibration were 
used in simulations for tht! sensiti vity .. nalyses wi th tht! assumed scenarios. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This sec tion deals with the Climate Vegetation Hydrologic Model (CVHM) cal ibrdtion results fur 
the six gauged watersheds shown by figure 13 . Also discus'\ed are the results of sensit ivi ty studies 
for the same six watersheds involving van ous a'isumed climate change scenarios. Correspond ing 
re , ults for the Webe r Ri ver Basin as a whole are ex pressed in lerms of the effec ts of the a'\ ~umed 
sl:enari os on wate r yields from the six gauged wate rsheds. 
Results of the CVHM Calibration for the Six Gauged Watersheds 
The mooc l simu lat ion results for the most impon ant four of the six wa tersheds (Chal k C reek. Los t 
Creek. East Canyon. and Causey subwate rshed ) for the base year 1989 can be seon from the dai ly 
hydrographs in fi gures 20. 2 1. and 22 and a lso in ro gure 7 (chapter IV). The Causey subwat"r<hod 
was used to re present changes on the Southfork of the Ogden Ri ve r wa tershed . The hydrographs 
of the si mulated and obse rved fl ows indicate the calibration results in terms of both liming and 
magni tude. These fi gures st'low a reasonable match between the observed and Simulated fl ow' 
over the year. pan icularly with respect to total ru noff volumes. It IS noted . howevt:'T. that 10 'Oille 
cases the peak fl ows art! ne t well reproduced . 
In the second and thi rd months (November and December). the simu lated fl ows tend to be Ic '\'\ 
than the observed fl ows. This observation can be explained on the basis of temJ>'! rature InVe r'IOn, 
In some pan s of the wate rsheds which are nO( re fl ec ted In generJ I le mpe: rature l a p ~e rate ' 
Tempera ture lapse ra tt:s are computed be tween uppe r and lower e levation tcmpcrJture '\tallon'\ 
fro m spec ific recorded data. and they often do not we ll represent the aClual I.:"o ndtllom at a , pt:l.:" lfic 
point o f time. In a ll cases. the peak fl ows for Ihe W3lcrshed result fro m '\nowme lt dUTlng thc 
spring monlhs. However. as IOdicated by the observed hydrographs. the lower leve l walcf"'hed, 
(Chalk Creek and Ea.,t Canyon Creek) r< n oct more n ow nuc tuations than the hlgha love I 
wa ter"iheds. It IS speculated that the flow fluc tuations from the lower watenoheds re~u lt ocl.:"aulr.4: .lIr 
lemperatures at these elevations tend to fluctuate ac ross the freeZing po lOl. panlcu larl y the 
d ifferences between noght and day temperature . . during the early 'pring months ' 
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U"da Pmjt'ot'd Cllmtlf~' CI/tlllgf' 
As Indicated earlier, th~ mode l wOJ." prcvlOu~ly cahbrah:d u~mg data from the 1989 water year on 
the Causey subwatcrshed (Slkka. 1993). II IS noted that the di~charge mea!<o un: l11enl' by 
Reclamation were made at three to four day intenals so that dally p.:ak' are not .llway' reOectl'd 
by .he da.a. 
Results of Climate Change on Individual Watersheds 
In t~ ab~nc( of rcall "tlc GeM outputs regarding cli mate change "<:enano", 18 a."umed c li mate 
change "'cenano~ were run on the "IX gauged wah:~heds (table ·U. Climate changl' 'l:cnano' 
referred to JllO,t often In the literature con!'l isl of temperature increa."e' rangmg from:! OF to 8 OF. 
preclpllallon change~ nlngmg fro m · 10 to +10 percent. LAI changes r.mgmg from + 15 to 
+:!5 percent. and a -20 JXrcent change In stomatal conductance . The slOmatal conductance change 
" <ugge'.ed by Ros.:nberg e. 31. ( 1990) and al"" by S,kka ( 199.1). The mode) compu.e, a ll 
n:ma'nlOg: needed change ... 10 the Input data and parameter values dunng ('"(ecullon 
~ 'peclfil.-d h:mp.:rJlUrC change' " eTC not applied unafonnly throughout the ~ea r Dlffen:nt 
.... Iu(', for ma"(lmum and mlOlmum temperature .. were asSigned to eac h month ba~cd on J 
d''''ggreg.I1on model u<cd by Wang ( 1991) for .he nearby Sail Lake va lley A defined 
t(,mperature change for a panlcular month was as"umed to apply to all day1\. dUTlng the month 
Tabk 5 1O ho ..... , the J .. crage re ... pon-.e .. of the ~" gauged water~hed~ In the ba~m to ('ach c limate 
c hange o;,cc:nano 
ingl~ para1rU!ler change .cenaria.. Tht:-.e "Cenano' repre .. t:nI a change In J 'Ingle 
p .. rameter. , uch .. .. ,urface dlr lempt;r.uure An mcrt:a.se In tcmpcr .. turc decrea~, the annual water 
.. Idd It aho 'h ,fl" the liming of the 'nowmelt to earlier 10 the "pnng. mcrea.o;,e, the 
('''''pacra" plr3uon 10" from the waler~hed and. therefore. Increasc' winter ,(rCJm now, Jnd 
n:duce ,pnll~.and ,ummtr no~ .. 
'Tbrn: fooeem 10 be ~cner .. 1 agreement In the direction of temperature change re .. ull1ng from 
Incre--.... fOC~ In almo ... ~nc gn:enhou~ ga.'iC' However. the l1terJture indIcate .. no , uch agreerncnt 
regarding proJ4!"cted ' hange~ In preclpllallon. po"'''' lbly becau~ prec lp1l311on change, In and regIOn' 
.,.. • fa"ly) al phenomenon TherefOr< . • hough ,. " g<""rally beh< ved .hal .here w,lI be dn 
11"k.rt'a.\C 10 preclpllal10n o'o<cr the United lalc ~ with global wannmg. change .. 10 both dlrecllon~ 
~9 
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Table ".- Responsc of the Sill gauged walersheds to 
various climate change scenarios 
All the flows are annual mean 
cubic fool per second 
Scenarios 
Causey Lost Smi .h East 
Base 60.54 21.62 8.06 3H5 
T2 60.03 19.11 1.K9 32.26 
T4 58.25 )6.65 1.32 30.61 
T6 55.45 15.14 1.35 28.43 
T8 53.44 1).6 6.93 24.3K 
P5 65.14 23.4) 8.64 36.95 
P 10 69.19 25.65 10.34 39.59 
P 15 15.44 21.93 10.1 42.68 
P ·5 5·1.18 )9.58 6.93 31.12 
P · 10 49.49 11.1) 6.48 28.28 
P - 15 44.89 15.41 5.9 1 25.11 
P IO T4 68.45 20. 3~ 8.43 35.85 
PI O T6 66. 19 11.69 8.32 33.85 
P- IO T4 4113 14.22 6.1) 25.14 
P· IO T6 44.3 1 12.9 1 5.11 23.44 
CC·20 L15 T4 5902 11.06 1.41 3 1.54 
CC-20 L15 PI O T4 69.21 21.06 8.8-1 36.9 
CC-20 LI 5 P- IO T4 4836 14.4 6.44 261 1 
CC·30 L2~ T6 56.1 15 4 159 2961 
T = lIU IC'm~nuurc In OF 
= prcclpllatlon changc In percent 
CC :z canopy conductance change In perc!!::nl 
'" chang!!:: In lellf area IIldu (W\I) In pc.n:cnt 
Chalk Wheeler 
43.93 5.19 
41.09 5.4) 
38.82 4.M3 
32.84 ~.41 
21.68 3.81 
49.9 6.48 
56.02 1.23 
63.56 1.93 
3H6 5.14 
32.48 4.5 1 
28.31 3.81 
46.95 6.21 
42.4) 5.18 
29.35 3 44 
25.32 32 
40.09 4 91 
49.94 6.31 
30.62 JS4 
35.63 4 6 
Water Yield in Semiarid Environmenl 
Under Projecud Climate Cltan~e 
T2 
P 5 
Table 5.-A verage response of the watersheds 
to each of the cl imate change scenarios 
Scenarios % change in nows 
T 2 ·5.66 
T4 · 11.71 
T6 ·20.33 
T8 ·29.28 
P5 10.42 
P 10 20.64 
P 15 33.10 
P ·5 · 10.71 
P · 10 ·20.26 
P · 15 · 29.13 
PI OH 5.49 
PI O T6 ·2.86 
P· IOH ·28.54 
P· IOT6 ·35.75 
CC·20 lI5 T4 ·9.42 
CC·20 lI5 PIO T4 9.52 
CC·20 lI5 P· IO T4 ·26.51 
CC·30 U5 T6 · 19.92 
average annuallemperalure inc:rease or 2 OF. 
". average annual prccipitalion inc:re3sc of S percent 
PIO T-l average annual precIpitation Increase of 10 percent 
and tc: mpcr.uure increase of 4 of 
CC· 20 LI S T4 ::0: average annual muimum Slomal.al conductanc:e 
decrease or 20 percenl . a leaf area indc. inc:rease 
or I S percent. and a temperature Inc rease of 4 of 
5 1 
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were taken into consideracion in th is study. As expected. increases in precipitation result in 
significant increases in stream flow s over the year. Similarly. decreases in precipitalion markedly 
decrease the flows. 
Multiple change .cenario.. These scenarios are based on changes in two or more of the 
inpuc parameters. Because real global climate changes involve more than one parameter. these 
scenarios may be considered to be more realistic than those which involve only a single paramelcr. 
Temperature increases coupled wilh preci pitation decreases cause a funher decrease in flows. 
whereas temperature increases. with increases in precipitation result in increases in flows . These 
results suggest that fl ows are more sensitive to changes in precipication than to change in 
IcmperalUre. which sup pons a conclusion drawn by Sikka ( 1993). 
Leaf area index (LAI) was one of (he parameters which was incorporated into this a.o;;peC I of the 
study. Rosenberg el al . ( 1990) suggeS! Ihal increases in almospheric CO, will lead 10 increases in 
LAI. For this reason, in the scenarios posed for this study. only positive increases an LAI were 
assumed. Inr " '(lses in LAI cause a decrease in stomatal conductance. The model studies also 
suggest that increases in LAI. along with correspondi ng tlel'rellsl's in stomatal conductance and 
combined with increases in precipication and temperature. increase the flow. When Ihe same LAI 
increases are coupled wich decreases in precipitation and increases in temperalure. flows decrea.~e . 
Table 5 summarizes Ihe average response of the six gauged watersheds to different climale change 
scenarios. 
Impacts of the Climate Change Scenarios on Weber River Outflows 
The recorded nows for each of Ihe six calibraled walersheds for Ihe period 195 1 10 1989 
(38 years) were adjusted in accordance with the fl ow responses of the six watersheds to the 
various climalic scenarios for Ihe 1989 waler year as shown by lable 4. The nows. changed by 
the various percentages calculated from cable 4. were then rauled through Ihe ba..;;in to estimate the 
effect of the scenarios on the water yields of the basin as a whole. The \Vebcr River Simulation 
Model of Ihe Ulah Divis ion of Waler Resources was used for Ihis purpose . since Ihis model 
accounls for most of the major water demands and storages along the main stem of the Weber 
Ri ver. Waler yield from Ihe bas in can be viewed from Iwo perspeclives: ( I) demand shonages 
and (2) oollel volume 10 Ihe Greal Sail Lake. Demand shonages Ihroughoul service areas in Ihe 
basin are listed in the output as average shortages in supplies over 38 years 10 various land areas 
within che service areas designated in figure: 19. These shonages are expressed in lerms of 
average presenl day demands. II may be nOled Ihal avemge presenl day demands will change as a 
52 
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re ull of p pulation density and u. er requirements. ser requirements are. of course. partly 
influenced by climate. 0 that climate changes will induce changes in demands. However. an 
e ammation of change in demand. from the service areas within the basin is beyond the scope of 
thi. tud . Thus , the a erage present day demand is u ed as a base in thi s study for examining the 
effec t. of as umed climate change . cenarios on the water yield. from the Weber River Basin. 
All the . cenario. Ii ted in tables 2. 4. and 5 were run through the Weber River Simulation Model. 
Ob erved demand . hortages for different ser ice area of the ba in for each scenario are gi en in 
table. 6 through 9. The base run. with no climate change scenario imposed. gives small shortages 
thr ughout the basin during the 38 year study period. Service area 2 (Oakley to Wanship) and 
. ervice area 12 (Ogden Valley) showed . orne shortages (0.2 and 1.2 percent. respecti ve ly ). 
A. expected. the c limate change . cenmos caused the greate. t impacts in those service areas of the 
basi n which are not regulated by ignificant reservoir torage . For example. service area I 
(Weber-Pr 0 Di eLion Canal) . . ervice area 2 (Oakley to Wan hip). and service area 12 (Ogden 
Valle ) are erved b only small re. er oi rs (the Smith and Morehouse r .. servoir for se rvice areas 
I and 2 and the Cau e reser oi r for . erv ice area 12). On the other hand. service areas 15 through 
_0 are little affe ted by any of the enario becau e of the significant volume of water which can 
be . to red in the Willard Bay re er oir. 
The effect. of the ariou cli mate change cenario. on outflows from Weber River Basin to the 
It Lake are . hown in figu re. 23. 24. and 25 and in table 10. It is intere ting to note that 
re. ervoi r . torage within the ba. in ha. a s ignificant impact on the. e outflows. For example. a 
temper ture incre e of 4 OF cau. ed no ignificant _ hortage within the service area (except 
rvice rea 2. where a hortage of about 16 percent i predicted as hown in table 6). but it 
produ ed redu tion in inflow to the Great Salt Lake of 40 percent (figure 23). 
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Table: 6 - The: c:ffe:l:!. of dimate: I:hange te:mperature ~I:e:nano~ on 
'JI 
'-'"ater ,honage:~ to de:mand are:a ' within Wcbe:r Ri ve:r Ba In J::o. 
Base T2 T4 T6 T8 
Demand Volume Volume: Volume Volume Volume 
Are:a l (AF): Percentage (AF) Perl:e:ntage (AF) Perce:ntage (AF) Perl:entage (AF) Percentage 
Area I 6.0 0.0 245.0 03 1511.0 2.2 1898.0 2.7 5963 .0 7.5 
Area 2 96.0 0.2 12730 3.2 6224.0 15 .7 7905 .0 _0.0 11589.0 29,4 
Area 3 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 115.0 0.8 966.0 D 2051.0 6.4 
Area 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Area 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 
Area 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Area 7 0.0 O.n 0.0 0.0 00 OJ) 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
Area 0.0 0.0 .0 0.8 160.0 I 5 (l.0 on 0.0 0.0 
Area 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Area 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Area II 0.0 0.0 0.0 (l.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 DO 0.0 0.0 
Area 12 33 .0 1.- 424.0 1.5 739 .0 _ 7 13160 5.0 1935.0 7.5 
Area 13 0.0 0.0 22.0 0.2 6.0 0.4 166.0 0.7 I 0.0 0.8 
Area 14 0.0 0.0 0.0 n.5 499.0 1 2 +00 1.1 572.0 U 
rea 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.n 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 
rca 16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 00 00 0.0 
Area 17 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 00 00 00 0.0 0.0 
Area 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 0.0 00 0.0 
Area 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 0.0 00 
Area 20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 
I Refer 10 figure 4. ;-1 1 F = acre-fect. 
Demand 
areas I 
Area I 
Area 2 
Area 3 
Area 4 
Art" :: J 
Area 6 
rea 7 
Area 8 
Are:\ 9 
Area 10 
Area II 
Area 12 
Area 13 
Area 14 
Area 15 
Area 16 
Area 17 
Area 18 
Area 19 
A!ea 20 
Base PI 5 
Volume Volume 
(AF) Percentage (AF) !"ercentage 
6.0 0.0 30 00 
96.0 0.2 00 00 
0.0 0.0 v.O 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
no no no no 
no no no 00 
no no 00 no 
o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
no no no no 
333.0 1.2 49.0 0.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
no no no no 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
no no no no 
no no no no 
I Refer 10 firure 4 
Table 7 - The effect of climate change preClpltallOn cenano on 
water honages to demand areas within Weber River BaSin 
PIO P5 P·5 
Volume 
(A F) Percentage 
Volume 
(AF) Pe rcentage 
Volume 
(AF) Per entage 
20 
0.0 
00 
00 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
00 
0.0 
0.0 
O.u 
131.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
00 
0.0 
00 
00 
0 0 
00 
00 
00 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
00 
05 
0.0 
0.0 
0 0 
O.l. 
0 0 
.0 
00 
0.0 
70 
00 
0 0 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
0.0 
oJ 
0.0 
232.0 
0.0 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
0.0 
00 
0.0 
0.0 
00 
0.0 
00 
0.0 
0.0 
00 
0.0 
0.0 
0.8 
0.0 
0.0 
00 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
00 
0.0 
15970 
58510 
1.50 
0.0 
0.0 
00 
00 
890 
0" 
0.0 
0.0 
5540 
220 
174.0 
00 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
00 
0.0 
23 
l.t 7 
0.8 
0.0 
00 
00 
0.0 
I I 
00 
0.0 
0.0 
2.0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
Volume 
(AF) 
35550 
9826.0 
1109.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
299.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
882.0 
144.0 
439.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
P· IO 
Volume 
Percentage (AF) 
4.9 9866.0 
25.0 12957.0 
2.6 2269.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 82.0 
0.0 63 .0 
0.0 0.0 
4.1 366.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 754.0 
0.0 0.0 
3.2 1254.0 
0.6 228.0 
1.0 736.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 128.0 
0.0 127.0 
0.0 0.0 
P·15 
Percentage 
12.3 
33 .0 
6 7 
0.0 
1.0 
0.4 
0.0 
4.8 
0.0 
0.0 
4.7 
1.0 
1.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.7 
1.2 
0.0 
VI Table 8.- The effects of climate change dual cenarios on water shortage 
0- to demand areas within Weber River Basin. 
Base PIOT6 PIOT4 P-IOH P-IOT6 
Demand Volume Volume Volume Volume Volume 
area l (AF) Percentage (AF) Percentage (AF) Percentage (AF) Percentage (AF) Percentage 
Area I 6.0 0.0 141.0 0.1 75.0 0.1 9338.0 11.4 14934.0 18.1 
Area 2 96.0 0.2 940.0 2.3 546.0 1.3 12823.0 32.7 14637.0 37.5 
Area 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2396.0 7.1 3344.0 11.5 
Area 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Area 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 191.0 2.3 389.0 4.6 
Area 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 53 .0 0.4 205.0 1.1 
Area 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Area 8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 232.0 3.5 330.0 4.4 
Area 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Area 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 747 .0 1.0 1491.0 2.1 
Area II 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Area 12 333.0 1.2 684.0 2.5 360.0 1.3 1573.0 6.0 2408.0 9.5 
Area 13 0.0 0.0 22.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 564.0 2.4 512.0 2.2 
Area 14 0.0 0.0 43.0 0.1 22.0 0.1 1587.0 3.8 1633.0 3.9 
Area 15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 661.0 1.2 
Area 16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 146.0 0.9 
Area 17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Area 18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 128.0 1.7 288.0 3.8 
Area 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 118.0 1.2 396.0 3.4 
Area 20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 284.0 0.9 
I Refer to figure 4. 
Base 
Demand Volume 
.lI a' CAF) Percentage 
Area I 6.0 0.0 
Area 2 96.0 0.2 
Area 3 0.0 0.0 
Area 4 0.0 0.0 
Area 5 0.0 0.0 
Area 6 0.0 0.0 
Area 7 0.0 0.0 
Area S 0.0 0.0 
Area 9 0.0 0.0 
Area 10 0.0 0.0 
Area II 0.0 0.0 
Area 12 333.0 1.2 
Area 13 0.0 0.0 
Area 14 0.0 0.0 
Area 15 0.0 0.0 
Area 16 0.0 0.0 
Area 17 0.0 0.0 
Area IS 0.0 0.0 
Area 19 0.0 0.0 
Area 20 0.0 0.0 
I Refer to ficure 4 
Volume 
(AF) 
1.0 
2S.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
323.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
Table 9.- The effects of cli mate change multiple parameter scenano on 
water shonage to demand areas within Weber River Basi n. 
C-20 C-20L15T6 C-) L15T4 LI5T6 
Volume Volume 
(AF) 
Volume Volume 
Percentage (AF) 'Percentage 
0.0 1148.0 1.6 
0.1 5700.0 14.3 
0.0 659.0 1.8 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.2 1254.0 4.7 
0.0 60.0 0.3 
0.0 301.0 0.7 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
..17 
1.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
321.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
Percentage (AF) 
0.0 15400 
fJO 64710 
Of) 1470 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 114.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
1.1 746.0 
0.0 94.0 
0.0 49S.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 00 
0.0 00 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
Percentage (AF) Percentage 
----------------
:! 3 1916.0 
163 7983.0 
09 979.0 
00 0.0 
0.0 00 
00 0 0 
(j ) 0.0 
1.1 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 00 
0.0 0.0 
27 1325.0 
0.5 1650 
I 2 442.0 
0.0 0.0 
00 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
00 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 00 
2.7 
20.2 
00 
(l.0 
00 
0.0 
00 
0.0 
0.0 
I ) 
5.0 
0.7 
1.1 
00 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
00 
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Table 10.- The effects of climale change scenarios on 
spills 10 Ihe Greal Sail Lake 
Average spill 10 
Greal Sail Lake 
Scenario (AF/year) 
Base 351983 
C·20 372307 
C·20 ll5 T6 237613 
C·3O 376774 
ll5 T4 244568 
lI5 T6 219939 
P·IO 223150 
P·IO T4 136582 
P· IO T6 117326 
P· 15 163610 
P·5 286640 
PIO 519422 
PIO T4 382.525 
PIOT6 348032 
PI5 610834 
P5 435305 
T2 285917 
T4 244678 
T6 2 19890 
1"8 199564 
T ,. air cempenrure in · F. 
P ,. pn:c:ipilalion chlnF in pc:rccnt. 
CC ,. canopy c::onducunce chanae in perc:cnI. 
L ,. chlnae in leal area index (LAI) in ~nL 
AF ,. Kfe-.(eet 
Percenl change 
from base 
0 
5.8 
·32.5 
· 30.5 
· 37.5 
·36.6 
·61.2 
·66.7 
·53.5 
·18.6 
47.6 
8.7 
· 1.1 
73.5 
23.7 
· 18.8 
·30.5 
· 37.5 
-43.3 
CONCLUSIONS 
Chapter VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of th is stUfJY was to develop and demonstrate the practical appl icat ion of a distributed 
parameter watershed rr,ode) for s imulating watershed hydrologic responses under existing condi-
tions and those assumed for CO,-induced climatic and plant physiologic changes. such as LAI and 
stomatal conductance. The distributed parameter hydrologic mode l presented in chapter II 
incorporates a hiophysicaJ approach that simulates actual ET. soil moisture. and water yield in 
natural vegetated watersheds. The results of model application using limited data from the Causey 
watershed suggest that the model provides a good framework for an integrated approach to 
modeling the effeclS of assumed climate and CO2-induced vegetation changes on hydrology . 
However. the model needs to be extended to include a linkage with the CO, diffusion gradient for 
ex plicit si mulation of vegetation changes. Application of the model to the Weber Ri ver Basin 
provided a basis for detennining the impacts of climate change on the hydrologic response of large 
river basins. Changes in plant transpiration rates and in vegetative cover under a COz-altered 
climate and the effeclS of these changes on water yield are invest igated by the model in a "what 
ir mode . 
"The resuhs suggest significant but less severe impacts of climate change on water yield than 
previous siudies in the western United States have indicated. A decrease in annual runoff of 
15 to 20 percent could be possible for cases of wanning associated with decreased precipitation. 
In most cases. projected changes in month ly flows are relatively greater than corresponding 
changes in annual flow. with monthly peak runoff shifting from May to March or Apri l. An 
Increase in winter and early spring runoff may lead to increased flooding in the early half of 
spring as a result of wanning combined with precipitation increases of more than 10 percent 
Interpretation of the results must be tempered by the fact that limited data of one water year was 
used for model calibration. and the sensi tivity analyses resullS are based on the assumed scenarios. 
all of which may not be internally consistent. However. the results do indicate how the monthly. 
seasonal. and ann .... 1 water supplies in the Weber River Basin could be alte red as a result of 
climate change. 
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